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MORE THAN A THOUSAND VISITORS ATTEND
NEW BAPTIST BUI1DING OPEN HOUSE
Sunday was "open house" for
the community at the newlycompleted annex of the Fire
Baptist Church in Fulton, and
more than a thousand visitors
toured the handsomely-furnished addit )n following its dedication Sunday morning.
auest.. arrived, they
As th
were greeted at the front dour
of Fellowship Hall to, a receiving line cana;tinc of the ehaii
men of the varieus new builling committees.
Mee•bers of
the building and (inane* - committees ser ed a; guides to
show people through. Sueei intendents
a ere
in
stationed
their departmerta to assist in
showing the roenrs. Hosts and

hostesses attended the Ladies
Parlor, the offices, choir room,
kitchen and other rooms.
A 45-minute beaadcast was
made from Fellowship Hall by
Station WFUL beginning at
4:00 p. in., and many leaders
of the church and community
were
the
interviewed, and
huilling aerl its cureishings dewas
scribed. The
broadcast
tape-recorded for re-broadcast
again on Wednesday afternoon.
The Church announced this
weak that due to many requests, the building will again
be open for showing next Sunday afternoon from 2 until 4
p. m., with guides present to
assist in the showing.
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WATERFIELD WILL TAX EXPERTS WILL
ATTEND AWARD
OFFER ASSSISTANCE
DINNER HERE
HERE MARCH 21
Citizen Of Year
To Be Named Here
Wednesday, April 3

Will Help Prepare
State income Tax
Returns At City Hall

A representative or the KenLt -Governor Harry Lee
Waterfield has accepted an in- tucky Department of Revenue
vitation to take part on the will be in Fulton, Ep. at City
program -of the Citizen of the Hall on March 27th from 8 a.
Year Award dinner to be held m. to 4:30 p. m. to assist taxat Smith's Rose Room on April payers in preparing their state
3. Mr. Waterfield wrote the income tax returns.
News editors that he was
This service is provided as
happy to take part on the pm- a convenience to taxpayers and
gram.
to encourage filing before the
Wednesday night April 3, April 15 deadline for paying COACH CHARLES THOMAS
Fulton's Gracious Loser
has been set as the definite state income tax. Failure to
date for the dinner when the file on or before April 15 reFulton County News and Radio sults in a pently of 5% to 25 Station WFUL will pay honor of the tax and interest.
Kt
.
n tuck y Law requires
to the accomplishments of a
worthy local citizen.
every individual having a gross
Since Smith's Rose Roam can income of $600.00 or more to
oomfortably seat 125 persons, /ile a return, except if the inreservations must be made at dividual has attained the age
Taylor Chevrolet, Inc. will
once. Reservations to the din- of 65, in which case he must mark the official opening of
ner at 1.50 may be made at file if he has a gross income its new building
on Fourth
the Fulton County News office of $1,200.00 or more.
Street in Fulton with a big
CONGRATULATIONS: A neighboring Baptist Minis- on Commercial Avenue.
open house celebration Friday
Invitations have been issued
ter from Hickman offers congratulations to Dr. M. W.
and Saturday of this week.
Blankenship and William Scott, chairman and vice chair- to other state and national
Dan Taylor, manager, invites
from
--jottings
dignitaries who have figured
everyone to attend sometime
man of the building committee, at open house of the new
prominently in the life of the
during these two days. Many
church building last Sunday.
Citizen of the Year. Their
free prizes and gifts w:11 be
names cannot be revealed since
given away.
they might give a clue to the
A special feature of the
the
identity of the Citizen of
opening will be a live broadyear, whose name is kept S2Ccast over WFUL beginning at
ret until the night of the a10 a. m. Saturday morning and
ward.
extending practically all of the
The award will be presented
rest of the day. Special prothis year at a dinner to be
grams include WFUL's popular
Room.
held at Smith's Rose
"21 Questions" panel, and "RoStation
Radio
year
This
bert and Gladys".
WFUL joins the Fulton News
Not much column this week
in making the award. The pro- folks. That trip to Louisville
gram will be presented along to broadcast the basketball Scouts To Gather
the lines of the national TV tournament put me so far beOld Paper April 14
program, "This is Your Life." hind in all of my projects I
Several persons in this area don't think I'll ever catch up.
Save your old magazines and
will participate on the pro- Besides that, I have been ail- papers for Sunday April 14!
gram.
ing somewhat with a nip and
Boy Scout Troop 43, Fulton,
tuck, running fight with the will conduct a gigantic oldflu. One day I'm feeling fairly paper
roundup
on
Sunday
well, and I run lit:, mad. The Morn 14 beginning at 1:30 p.
, and al- m. and they are hoping to acheat day1"11r pe '-d
most give in to my ailmeet. cumulate several truck loads
And so it goes_
on that date.
SPACIOUS FELLOWSHIP HALL at new " Baptist
So begin saving those old
National
Iota,
Alpha
Sigma
Church is a 50x70 first-floor room that can accommodate music Fraternity for women,
The other day I went in to magazines and papers now for
300. Kitchen adjoins.
that City Drug to talk to Mac a- the Scouts, and on April 14
week
this
announced
Nancy Adams, FHS senior, has bout my ailments and he pre- (Palm Sunday) the Scouts will
principal scribes. His advice was good, be around to pick it up.
its
awarded
been
music scholarship for study at but then I break out in a drug
Murray next •fall. Miss Adams rash. So there I go again. Call- New Truck Line Is
won the scholarship in compet- ed the hospital to see if maybe
ition with a number of applic- I couldn't just check in to win Serving Fulton-Murray
ants in a recent audition at the bout with the flu and
found out there was not a bed
Prentice Overby, Overby
Murray.
The award was announced in available. So then I talk my- Truck Line, Murra y, was
a telegram from the Murray self into the fact that I feel granted temporary authority to
better.
operate a motor freight line bechapter this week.
tween Murray and Fulton by
For her number at the audiThe conversation ,with my- the Department of Motor
tion, Nancy played Clarke's
"Carnival of Venice" — a self was blasted by the sniffles Transportation. _
Overby was given a common
trumpet solo — but at Murray ...so here I am typing with
and holding a truck certificate for a periid
she plans to study voice in one hand
Kleenex to my nose with the not to exceed 180 days. Routaddtion to trumpet.
ing it from Murray to Pilot
communication other hand. It ain't easy.
another
In
Oak, thence to Dukedom and
from Murray, this from Prof.
Anyway through this I'm into Fulton, returning over the
R. W. Farrell, head of the Fine
Arts department, Miss Adams working on the Citizen of the same route, Ison said.
was named recipient of a sum- Year Award dinner. If I live
mer music scholarship award- through it I'll be reading the
Wednesday
night, Warden, 2 Others
ed by the College, and will be- script on
REV. JOHN D. LAIDA, Pastor, is seated at the desk
April
3
at
June
Smith's
Rose
Room. Fined By Roberts
gin her music studies on
of his beautifully furnished study, carpeted wall-to-wall 10 at Murray.
If I don't the jonquils are
pretty so stop by out at Greenand furnished in walnut paneling.
Three Hickman county men,
lee with a posie in your hand. including the Hickman County
FASHION SHOW
The Order of Eastern Star
game w a rd e n, were fined
PACK MEETING
will present a Spring fashion
$30.50 each at a trial in the
The Pack Committee of the office of Judge Homer Roberts
show on Friday March 29 at
Carr Institute auditorium, be- Cub Scouts will meet on Fri- Saturday, March 9.
ginning at 7:30 p. m. Local day. March 29 at the First
The three men, Charlie B
stores and local models will Methodist Church for its in- Mason, Ed Asbell and Phil
teresting car derby
.
... no rela- Rash of Clinton, were charged
participate.
tion to the Kentucky Derby.
with "destroying a den of raccoons by cutting down trees
CHILI SUPPER
BROWNIES TO MEET
which contained the den." The
The Boy Scouts will serve a
The Brownie Troop of the episode occured on Dec. 15 in
chili supper Thursday, March
Girl Scouts will meet Friday Fulton County. Fulton County
28, at the First Methodist night at
the First Methodist Sheriff John B. Rose picked up
Church from 5 to 7:30 pm for
Church for a dinner meeting the trio and later served war50c. Alternate menu consists of
when achievement awards will rants on them for the March 9
hamburger or hot dog, pie and be
presented.
trial.
drink. The public is invited.

TAYLOR CHEVROLET
TO HAVE OPENING

's
Jo
'

Note Book

NANCY ADAMS IS,
GIVEN AWARD

NEWS INVITES PARENTS TO BRING KIDDIES
IN FOR FREE PICTURES ON APRIL 4-5

JOINS.HORNBEAK\
James Needham, 23, a recent
graduate
of
the
Kentucky
School of Mortuary Science at
Louisville, has joined the staff
The
publishers
of
THE
LOVELY LADIES PARLOR is graciously done in of Hornbeak Funeral Home in
He is a native of Mon- NEWS announce today that all
Fulton.
cathedral-red wall-to-wall carpeting and beautifully furticello, Ky.
parents living in Fulton and
nished. Central fireplace with lighted logs is finished in
its trade area are cordially inItalian marble. Room is 24x24.
vited to bring their children
ANNUAL MEETING
The annual meeting of the to the News office on Apia 4
or April 5 for a free picture.
to be let April 5 is the Mount Fulton-South-Fulton
Chamber
The pictures, which will be
road
Pleasant
in
Hickman of Commerce will be held
County, beginning
about
4 Tuesday night April 16th fol- taken by an expert children's
miles east of Clinton and ex- lowing a dinner at Smith's photographer representing the
Woltz Studios of
DesMoines,
tending 3.27 miles to Ky. 307 Rose Room.
Iowa, will thereafter be as11
/
2 miles north of Fulgham
sembled and run in the paper
The State of Kentucky anDEVILKITES HONORED
in another of the popular "Mr.
nounced this week that bids
JOINS BANK
A celebration dinner given and Miss
Tomorrow" series,
will be received on April 5 for
by fans of the Champion South which appeared last year.
applying another coat of blackJames Vaden has joined the
Fulton basketball team was
There are no strings to the
top to U. S. 51 from Fulton to
staff of the Fulton Bank as staged 'Sunday evening at offer; nothing to buy; it is
Wickliffe.
Boyette's on Reelfoot Lake.
bonafide in every sense of the
Another of various projects assistant Cashier.

US 51 WILL GET
RETREADING JOB

word. Parents do not have to
be subscribers of the New';
however, children must be accompanied
by
one
parent.
There is absolutely no obligation to purchase pictures after
they have been taken; however, those who desire their
own reprints tray obtain them
if they make arrangement with
the Studio representative when
they select the pose they want
printed in the paper.
Advance appointments may
be made by calling 470 today
or dropping the News a card.
Remember the dates: Thursday
and Friday, April 4 and 5.

Number Twelve

Fulton Loses Battle
But Wins Victory
At State Tourney
By Jo Westpheling
Fulton's under-rated, over-courageous Bulldogs made
sports history last Thursday night at Freedom Hall in
Louisville. A crowd of 14,000 fans went to the State High
School Basketball tournament to cheer the favorite Pikeville Panthers, and wound up yelling for underdog Fulton.
It was not sympathy that turned apathy into cheers for
the Bulldogs ... it was admiration. For Fulton's scrappy,
determined, courageous team lived up"to its name . . . .
Bulldogs. They fought tenaciously in the face of the greatest odds to' come within breathing distance of victory on
the scoreboard.
But while the scoreboard gave the win to Pikeville,
sentiment gave a greater victory to Fulton's Bulldogs. For
Coach Charlie Thomas' wiry, little team brought honor
and prestige to Fulton. Their sportsmanship, their fight
in the face of terrific obstacles and their superior ability
on the court earned them the all-time title of champions
in anybody's league.
And
se)
Charlie
Thomas
Where, before
the
game, wraps
up the 1966-1957 baskettournament
fans
asked: ball
season with winners ....
"Where's Fulton," the afterthe-game exclamation was winners of the admiration of
something else. It was the un- sports fans from every nook
and cranny in Kentucky.
animous concensus when the
Although Fulton trailed by
final whistle blew that Fulton
was a little community located as much as 15 points at times,
in the heart of courage and 14 going into the last quarter,
surrounded on all aides by the coach Charlie Thomas' Bulldogs
most loyal and the proudest were closing with a rush at
the game'g end. Spurred by
sports fans in all the world.
the
sentimental support of the
•
•
*
crowd. Fulton also had David
Holland and George Burnette
on its side. These two made
victory possible when they cut
the deficit to five points with
almost three minutes remaining.
But Pikeville had Tommy
Adkins and Howard Lockhart
who scored 24 and 20 points,
Lions Club
respectively.
Center
Darwin
Announces the
•
Smith added 14 before departFla yers‘Cosielkes
ing with five personals midway
The second animal 'Lions of the last quarter.
all-stars basketball game, feaHolland and Burnette made
turing seniors all-stars of (*ion
County on one team and sen- 16 and 13 points, most coming
iors of Fulton and Hickman in the late going. Ronald Mccounties on the other, will be Alister had kept the Bulldogs
jalayed Monday March 25th at in the running with 23 points.
Pikeville coach John Bill
Carr gym. Game time is 8-00
Trivette said that he knew bep. m.
Players and coaches have fore the game that the rangy
been selected by popular bal- Fulton team was going to be
tough. "Fulton really had me
lot.
(Continued on Page seven)
Named on the Obion county
team
were: Buddy
Viniard,
Kenton; Bobby Vaughn, Troy;
Other
State
Tournament
Dean McWherter, Rives; Doug- basketball pbotes en inside
(Continued on Page Seven)
Palm.

ALL STAR GAME TO
BE PLAYED HERE
NEXT MONDAY NITE

AWL A. ROYER
NARVIN LOWERY
ANNOUNCES AS
ANNOUNCES FOR
SHERIFF CANDIDATE COUNTY JAILER

And

Royer

To The Voters of Fulton
County:
I hereby announce that I am
a candidate for Sheriff of Fulton County, Ky., subject to the
action of the Democratic primary, Tuesday, May 28, 1957.
I have lived in Fulton County practically all my life and
have been affiliated with the
Democratic party since voting
age. I am married and have
seven children, four of whom
are grown and married.
I served 17 months as chief
deputy under John B. Rose,
the present sheriff, for whom
I have the highest regard.
I feel that I am competent
and able in every way to take
care of this office and promise
you that I will do all in my
power to serve you as you
have a right to be served.
Your vote and influence will
(Continued on Page Seven)

Martin Lowery
To the voters of Fulton
County:
I wish to announce that I
will be a candidate for Jailer
of Fulton County in the Democratic Primary to be held Tuesday, May 28, 1957.
I am the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hubbard Lowery of Crutchfield and I have lived in Fulton County during the entire
35 years of my life.
I have been a member of
the Democratic Party since I
was old enough to vote.
I believe that I can serve the
people of Fulton County honestly, courteously and capably.
Therefore I urge you — the
voters of Fulton County — to
give me the opportunity to
serve you.
I will appreciate your vote
and influence.
Marvin F. Lowery
Candidate for Jailer
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KPIS _ CHANNEL 12
March 14 — March SI
Thursday
7:00
7:55
8:00
-4-0,0
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:10
12:30
1:00
1:30
• 1:45

Good Morning
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Garry Moore. Show
Godfrey Time
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love Of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Cronkite
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
House Party
House Party

2:00
2:30
3:00
3:15
3:30
4:00
4:15
5:30
6:00
6:05
6:15
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral
Sky King
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
I Led Three Lives
Waterfront
Climax
Playhouse 90
Highway Patrol
Action Theatre
Heart of the City
News & Weather
Friday

mmonmemes
NOW IS THE TIME TO
LET US FILL YOUR
BIN

COAL
Cold Weather —
Is Ahead!
Don't Run Low*
Immediate Delivery
All Sines On Hamad.

CITY COAL CO,
nispHONE

7:00
7:25
7:30
7:55
8:00
9:00
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:10
12:30
1:00
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:15
3:30
4:00
4:30
5:30
5:40
5:55
6:00
6:05
6:15
6:30
7:00
7:30

Good Morning
Merle Emery Predicts
Good Morning
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Garry Moore Show
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love Of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Water Cronkite News
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
Industry On Parade
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge Of Night
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral
Hartoons
Looney Tunes
Bunny Funnies
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Beat The Clock
West Point
Zane Grey Theatre

ARTHRITIS?
SALISAN
AT

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Phones 70, 428

Fulton

GET THAT

When You Stop at Hotel Claridge

You'll see what we mean the moment you
enter the beautiful Claridge lobby. And, your
completely refurnished and air conditioned
room even contains a complimentary TV set!
Next trip, be sure you get that "At Horne
Away From Horne" feeling . , stay at
Memphis' Most Modern Hotel.
• Prot Oversight Porichig

•°Mares UsPor 14 Preis

Hotel Claridge
MEMPHIS' MOST MODERN HOTEL

GET YOURS NOW!
3-Cc4t fladdi944.,

scy

oniy

FLASHES RED, GRIN
OR WHITS BRAME
REGULAR $1.50 VALUU

Rescued and Contented

Sunday
8:15
830
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30

Man To Man
This Is The Life
Lamp Unto My Feet
Look Up And Live
U. N. In Action
Camera Three
Let's Take A Trip
Wild Bill Hickok
Heckle & Jeckle
What One Person Cat
Do
This Is Your Music
The Last Word
Face The Nation
World News Roundup
Odyssey
Mania .
Frontier
Telephone Time
Air Power
Stage Seven
Jack Benny
Ed Sullivan
G E. Theatre
Hitchock Presents
$64,000 Challenge
My Little Margie
Channel 12 Theatre
News & Weather

1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
4:00
4:30
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
11:15

7:00 Good Morning
7:55 Today's Weather
8:00 Captain Kangaroo
9:00 Garry Moore Show
9:30 Godfrey Time
10:30 Strike It Rich
11:00 Valiant Lady
11:15 Love Of Life
11:30 Search For Tomorrow
11:45 Guiding Light
12:00 Water Cronkite News
12:10 Stand Up Be Counted
12:30 As The World Turns
1:00 Our Misr Brooks
1:30 House Party
2:60 The Big Payoff
2:30 Bob Crosby Show
3:00 Brighter Day
3:15 Secret Storm
3:30 Edge Of Night
4:00 Cowboy Corral
5:00 Wild Bill Hickok
5:30 Hartoons
5:40 Looney Tunes
5:55 Bunny Funnies
6:00 Scoreboard
6:05 Watching The Weather
6:15 Douglas Edwards
6:30 Robin Hood
7:00 Burns & Allen
7:30 Talent Scouts
8:00 I Love Lucy
8:30 December Bride
9:00 Sheriff of Cochise
9:30 Jane Wyman
10:00 State Trooper
10:30 Loretta Young Show
1100 Ray Milland Show
11:30 News & Weather-'
7:00
7:25
7:30
7:55
8:00
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:15
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
1:45
12:00

se

TY-N tit:it CARE such as they'd get from their mother
In lavished oa these tutu babies, survivors of the shipwrecked -Andrea Doris.," by two V.ed Cross nurses on a New
York pier. Older brother and sister et the twins wait quietly
WS Weir parents, mimed also, settle details of the trip
home to Detroit.

12:10 Stand Up Be Counted
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
• 12.30 As The World Turns
1:00 Our Miss Brooks
Our Miss Brooks
1:30 This Is Your Music
This Is Your Music
1:45 House Party
House Party
RELICS EXHIBITED
2:00 The Big Payoff
The Big Payoff
A large collection of Civil
2:30 Bob Crosby Show
Bob Crosby Show
War relics is housed in West3:00 Brighter Day
Brighter Day
ern Kentucky at the Colum3 15 Secret Storni
Secret Storm
bus-Belmont Battlefield
330 Edge Of Night
Edge Of 'Night
musern
4:00 Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral
4:15 Cowboy Corral
Superman
5:30 Cisco Kid
Hartoons
6:00 The Scoreboard
Looney Tunes
6:05 Watching The Weather
don
Bunny Funnies
6:15 Douglas Edwards
The Scoreboard
630 Giant Step
Watching The Weather
7:00 Godfrey Show
Douglas Edwards
•
8:00 The Millionaire
Name That Tune
‘N
044
8:30 rye Got A Secret
Phil Silvers
1111
. Mk
t
le
9:00 U. S. Steel Hour
The Brothers
10:00 Mr. District Attorney
To Tell The Truth
10:30 Treasure Hunt
Red Skelton Show
11:00 This Is Your Music
$64,000 Question
11:30 News & Weather
Trust Your Wife
Star Showcase
laden to WYUL for latest news.
Ford Show
People Are Funny
News Sz Weather

7:00
7:55
8:00
9:00
9:30
9:45
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00

Good Morning
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Garry Moore Show
-Morning Meditation
Gedfrey 'rime
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love Of Lile
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Cronkite News.

SPEEDY
SERVIC

f

DEWEY JOHNSON

Wednesday

Marasco
SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
-Covering everything*
36. East Walnut St.
Phone t•ir
Ky.

'upon:

yrs

co

LAKIN

co s.nni 0E11 L.E_IS

Led Net Papa

DAYTON II-BELTS
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 201
FULTON
REFRIGERATION
and
Per The Beet Lk
APPLIANCE
SMALL APPLIANCE
REPAIR
—CALL 559—
SPECIALIZED
SERVICE
Commercial Ave.
(Next to News °Mee)
24 Hour Service

1
1. Funeral Services in all price ranges to fit all
financial circumstances
2. Full Credit on Tenn. Burial Policies,
'
TELEPHONE 88
408 EDDINGS ST.
NCIONIIIS IN 001111 I
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The soil bank
1967 is divided
The first part c
is the acreage rt
second part is
tion reserve. '1
stabilization ser
the general supt
administration w
der the Secrets:
hire. In the fie,
supervised by SI
comr
ty
ASC
committees do
authority to mo
any of the ero
regulations or a
The soil bank
be operated an
first-serve" ba i
be to the farm
to sign up as tit
if he plans to
of the programs
Acreage
The purpose
reserve program
producers to dive
their cropland fi
of excessive sup
cultural commod
pensating them
their acreage b
lotment.
-Acreage Hagen
The acreage
ment is strictly
greement, and a
ed by the produ
end of the siEn
he so desires. '
is for one year,
and binding cot
greentent covers
wheat, tobacco,
average soil ban.
cotton is $76.00
$33.00 an litre fa
Lladts Om
Of Perth
The producer
a set number ol
AR program or
his base acreage
the larger. For
acres or 30% of
corn is 20 acres
allotment. and to.
or 30% of his
rnent. AddiConal
maximum set a
be requested at I
original sign-up
payments will hi
acre,
additional
funds are avails
Designated
The agreement
the designated
acreage reserve
not be grated,
crop will be hamAcreage designal
greement will tn
the county ASC
determine whetlw
suitable for the
the crop designati
er the product O.
presented by MI
designation of U
put in the acreag
gram must be
time the agreere
Violet!
The USDA resi
to terminate the
after the agreen
a farmer knowir
ingly• 111 harvi
from the desiip
(2) grazes the di
age, or (3) harv
age in excess
permitted for ha
of violation he v
to a civil penalty
the payment who
been made for c(
the agreement. I,
farmer forfeits th
acreage reserve
has been or wot
made.
New Farm ,
Producers on
receive allotmen
farms" under re
erning the esti
acreage allotmer
crops, shall not I
participation in ti
serve program w
-Buell "new tarn
Acreage reserve N

suns is NOWAY 001•011

"Hot Flashes

Ws the most exciting engine deve/oproont since tho Rrst Rocket was launched!
Eligineers have dreamed for years of an
the fuel economy of dual-jet carburetion and
engine that combined exceptional horsepower
a 10-to-1 compression ratio. Rut to meet the
and torque potential with outstanding fuel
exceptional driving aituation, just open the
economy in normal operation.
accelerates beyond the h point and two
And today, Olds has it in the sew J-2
additional carburetors automatically jet into
Rocket• You'll find it's like run engines
action. There's an instant boost in torque and
under the hood!
power. Youll appreciate the immediate reIn your day-to-day driving, you enjoy
sponse ail another Olds contribution to your
the smooth. alert action of the Rocket—with
pleasure and safety at the wheel!

IM.63-10%• of toe.
•If you're miserabk
from the "hot
flashes." and twain.
panying Irritable
restless feelings a

or strikingh

BEST
IN GOOD

Simply nudge the accelerator beyond the 4 mark
and you "call out the reserves"! The 1-2 Rocket
then operates on thew dual carburetors! 1.2 is
available sow at • modest extra oust. Try JO

1=1

•2773_j. Neeltel T.400 borne Orwkini Se .0 wealth,
1-2 11•40 I&gift. Ira 300 t..sad spodal lecke/ Engine, •416 roo le 312 kp. *par.4 at mks
east.

IIVI
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YOU CAN COUNT ON "RED C,JUUDIT" THEATIPANIT AT YOUR OLDSMOBILE QUAUTY DIALER'S!

FURNITURE CO.

DICATUIL ALA.
M.
OM Cm

We have complete stocks of

offers

FOR THE

EXCHANGE

himierfooturote oti
Malsoes IMO neer

Friday seven boys and girls
from South ninon High School
attended the Western Tennessee Music Festival held at
Union University, Jackson. Also, attending were Arthur Roman, local band director, and
Mrs. C. Maynard, president of
the South Fulton Band Mothers Club.
Gene Vancil won a rating of
Division, or superior, in the
clarinet solo division. He played "The Mozart Clarinet Concerto", accompanied by Patricia
Legg. Other soloists were Billy
Sensing, trombonist, who rated
III, and Glenn Fuller, alto saxaphone, who rated IV. Patricia
Legg, also, accompanied these
solos.
Winning a II rating were
members of the South Fulton
playing
Qua rt e t,
Clarinet
"Larghetto and Scherzo". The
clarinetists are Gene Vancil,
Kay Johnson and Marie Hardy.
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Band Students Win
Honors At Jackson

Whitnel Funeral Home

All types et

Tuesday
Good Morning
Merle Emery Predicts
Good Morning
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Garry Moore Show
Godfrey Time
Home & Market
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Cronkite
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March 20: Fannie Williams,
Paula DeMyer, Gene Holloway;
March 21: Mrs. Ward Johnson.
Mrs. Foster Edwards, Lynn
Newton, Christiana McKinney;
March 22: R. C. Pickering, Mrs.
Bill Holland,' Jean Fenwick,
Mrs. Morgan Davidson; March
23: Mrs. J. T. Robe)', Joe
Weaver Hill, Trey* Splane, T.
T. Boaz, John Winston Adams,
Joe Don Pigue, Da y,d
Mrs. T. T. Robey, Mrs. Hattie
Bunnett, Charles Gregory, Sandra Williams; March 24: Mrs
Jack Allen, Jane White, Jennie
Owens, LoWell Cathey, Carl
Lewis. Linda Phillips: March
25: Larry Grant Bonds. Danny
Wade Thorpe, Mollie Alexander, David Carl Puckett; March
26: Mrs. H. W. Ruddle, John
Gambill, Dana Pucket%
MarchKatherin 27:
Williamson;
Rowan Walker.
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11:00
11:30
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Saturday
8 30 Captain Kangaroo
9:30 Fury
10:00 Winky Dink & You
10:30 Mr. Wizard
11:00 Big Top
12:00 Western Roundup
1:00 N.-I.-T. (B'ball)
3:30 Bowling Time
4:30 Life Of Riley
5:00 Annie Oakley
5:30 Famous 'Playhouse
6:00 My Friend Flicka
6:30 Soldiers of Fortune
7.30 Jackie Gleason
8:00. Oh, Susanna
8:30 Hey Jeannie
9:00 Gunsmoke
9:30 Two For The Money
10:00 Your Hit Parade
10:30 Jim Bowie
11:00 Channel 12 Theatre
12:15 News & Weather

Monday

Relief From Pain Due To All
Rheumatic Affections, or Your
Money Back. Ask For

Lake Street

Mr. Adams & Eve
Federal Men
The Lineup
Person To Person
Dr. Hudson's Journal
77th Bengal Lancers
This Is Your Life
News 8z Weather

800
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

207 CHURCH ST.

KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY, 210 E STATE LINE

PHONE 35

.PHONE 1005
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Mrs. LoyOr Wiles is a patient
at the Fulton Hospital.
Bro. Virgil Hazelwood
of
Gadsden, Tennessee preached
to the congregation at Pleasant
View Sunday night.
The spring revival will begin
at Pleasant View next Sunday
night. Bro. Arthur Wilkinson
will deliver the messages each
night. Everyone is invited.
Mrs. Pearl Harris' daughter,
Pauline
iiipd her family are
visiting relitives here for a
few days. They are enroute to
California to make their home.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Brana had
as their tuest Sunday for diner Mr. and Mrs. Walter Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs. Charley
Bowen, Homer Wood, and Mr.
and Mrs. Jasper Elliott.

The Soil Bank Program For 1957

The Fulton News, Thursday, March 21, 1957 Page 3
2.73, Fulton; William H. Claxton, 2.78, Clinton; Patsy Folks,
2.83, Pryorsburg; Othel Hilhard, 3.00, Clinton;
Paula
Hornsby. 2.50, Hickman'
Kaler, 2.44, Clinton; Maggie Lester, 2.50, Fulton; Charles
Markham, 3.00, Clinton; Bobby
McClain, 3.00, Dukedom, Tenn.;
Thomas McClain, 2.50, Lynnville; Bobby McClellan, 2.51,
Crutchfield; Carl K. McMurry,
2.21, Cayce; Rebecca McMurry,
2.50, Cayce; Geraldine Pritchard, 2.50, Wingo; Charlotte
Reagan, 2.86, Dresden, Tenn.;
Betty Weatherford, 2.33, Clinton.
Four-point system honor roll
includes in this area: Janet
Allen, 3.84, Fulton; Waltei
Brann, 3.83, Wingo; Carlos
Lannom, 3.50, Hickman; Ruth
Moore, 4.00, Hickman; Norma
McMurry, 4.00, Cayoe.

Murray Announces
Semester Honors

The soil bank program for ered as planted and used as
1967 is divided into two parts. history in setting future allotMr. and Mrs. Howard Barn- to the bedside of hor brother,
Three hundred eighty-three
The first part of the program ments for the farms. Land used hill and son are
visiting her Frank Milani, in Memphis tart
students, the largest number
is the acreage reserve, and the in the acreage reserve pro- mother,
Mrs. Ulys Harris and week.
recorded in a number of years
second part is the conserva- grams can not be used in the
other relatives enroute to Calif.
for a fall semester, made the
Mrs. ihm Griffin seems to be
tion reserve. The commodity conservation reserve program_
Where they expect to make slowly improving.
Murray State College honor
stabilization service is under Any acreage designated in AR their home.
Mrs. Barnhill wiil
roll the first semester, Mrs.
Sympathy is extended to the
the general supervision of the in 1957 and redesignated in be remembered
as Pauline RogCleo Gillis Hester, college reJackson Bros. in the Passing of
administration who works un- 1958 and 1959 the payment per ers. She was a
member of the
gistrar, has announced.
der the Secretary of Agricul- acre will be increased by 10%. 1936 class at
mother
Monday. Mrs.
South Fulton. She their
Sixty-three of these students
ture. In the field .the CSS is ACP payments are
.'available has lived in Detroit the past Jackson was 91 years ut age.
are freshmen on the new foursupervised by State and Coun- for the carrying out of approv- 21 years.
point system, fifteen of whom
ty
ASC
committees.
These ed conservation practices on
Mr. and Mrs. Van Braun and
had a four-point standing.
committees do not have the designated acreage reserve
•
PLEASANT
VIEW
authority to modify or waver land. For further details of this Hoyt Vaughan visited Mr. arid
N-i n e t y-t wei upperclasaimen
Mrs. George Elliott •
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan and Mrs.
any of the Provisions of the program
you should contact
(still on the three-point
yOpal Pounds last
weekend.
your local ASC office.
regulations or agreements.
stem), had a three-point standThey also visited Mrs. Minnie
Mr. John Wall is in serious
The soil bank program will
ing.
Brann at the Henderson Nurs- condition at Haws Clinic in
be operated tin the "first-come
2-WAY RADIO
Students from this area on
first-serve" basis so it will •CHESTNUT GLADE ing home She is improving as Fulton.
Installation of a two-way the three-point system honor
well
as
can
be
expected
from
be to the farmer's advantage
Everyone
enjoyed the supper radio system for the police de- roll include: Myra Bondurant,
Mrs- Harvey Vaughn •
a broken leg.
to sign up as soon as possible
at the Welch School Friday partment has been authorized 3.00, Hickman; Priscella BrinkMrs.
Lucy
Gibbs
was
oalled night.
If he plans to take advantage
at Martin, Tenn.
ley, 2.20, Clinton; James Carter,
Last Thursday was a most
of the programs.
interesting day for the pupils
Acreage Reserve
of the four upper grades in
The purpose of the acreage school when they went on a
is
Program
to
assist
reserve
tour of industrial places of inproducers to divert a portion of terest in Union City as guest
their cropland from production of the Chamber of Commerce.
of excessive supplies of Agri- They visited the Health Office,
cultural commodities by corn! the most interesting sanitation
pensating them for reducing disposal
site,
the
Reelfoot
their acreage below their al- Plant, The Daily Messenger,
lotment.
e-eser.
The Coca Cola Plant, and some
Acreage lasserve Agreement other places of interest.
•
The acreage reserve agreeThis tour was in connection
ment is strictly a voluntary a- with their Social Studies. A
greement, and may be cancell- most interesting day was spent
ed by the producer before the for both the pupils and teachend of the sign up period if ers, Mrs. Morrison
and Mr.
he so desires. The agreement Finch.
Is for one year. and is a legal.
The Weak ley County Eleand binding contract. The agreenient covers cotton, corn, mentary tournament will .be in
this
week. The
wheat, tobacco, and rice. The Greenfield
average soil bank payment for Chestnut Glade teams will play
cotton is $76.00 per acre, and Wednesday night.
Much preparation is being
$33.00 an acre for corn.
made by elimenation for 'the
Limits On Extent
county spelling contest. Miss
Of Participation
Patsy Williams has been chosen
The producer may put either to represent the school. All
a set number of acres in the grade representatives have not
AR program or a percent of been chosen.
his base acreage which ever is
Congratulations to Miss Linda
the larger. For cotton it is 10 Neeley on being an award
acres or 30% of his allotment, winner in the Weakley County
corn is 20 acres or 30% of his Speaking Contest.
allotment, and tobacco is I acre
Miss Jean Walls from Memor 20% of his acreage allot- phis and Charles Walls from
ment. AddiConal acreage above
were at, home last week
maximum set out above may due to the serious illness of
be requested at the time of the their grandfather.
original sign-up and soil bank
Many friends in this compayments will be made on the munity regret that Mr. John
provided Walls Wilf strickened with a
additional
acreage
funds are available.
very severe heart attack last
4
Designated Acreage
week.
His condition remains
The agreement provides that critical.
the designated. acreage
. litany . friends in. .this comacreage reserve program will munity regret that Everett Ivie
not be grazed, and that no Is in a critical condition at the
crop will be harvested from it Henry County Hospital, due to
Acreage designated in the a- heart condition. He operated a
greement will be inspected tiy rolling store in this communithe county ASC committee to ty severed years ago.
You're invitbd to a special
determine whether the land is
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Whittier
Everything new, more roomy, more convenient:
suitable for the production of and children from Nashville
the crop designated, and wheth- spent the weekend with Mrs.
modem, spacious showroom, modern, spacious
er the productivity is as re- Whitner's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
presented by the farmer. The Forrest Rogers and Bill.
designation of the land to be
Bro. Kelly Doyle, the music
offices; lots of room in our big shop and everything
put in the acreage reserve pro- instructor at . Freed-Hardeman
gram must be made at the College, presented two very
10:30 till 12 noon and 1-6:00 p. m.
arranged for prompt, pleasant service for you.
time the agreement is signed. sermons at Oak Grove Sunday
Violations
due to the absence of Bro.
--- Featuring ---Our new location is adjacent to the old Legion
The USDA reserves the right
to terminate the agreement if.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hodges
after the agreement is signed of Ft. Campbell, Ky., visited
Cabin. We cordially invite you to stop in for a look
a farmer knowingly and will- Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Jones Suningly: (1) harvests any crop day. The Hodges were very
around Friday or Saturday; watch the broadcastfrom the designated acreage, close friends of Charles and
(2) grazes the designated acre- Neva Maynard while they were
ing activities; see the new cars, make yourself at
age, or (3) harvests any acre- stationed at Eglin, Fla.
age in excess of the acreage
permitted for harvest. to case
home!
anal*
of violation he will be subject
to a civil penalty equal to half
•
the payment which would have
with
compliance
been made for
the agreement. In addition the
Your Kentucky Pals
farmer forfeits the right to the
N
acreage reserve payment which
Our new shop offers more than double the caphas been or would have been
made.
acity of the old building and permits more efficient
New Farm Allotments
Al Bushart — Norman Allison
Producers on farms which
Ella
Doyle
—
Norma Owen
as "new
receive allotments
and prompt attention to your car or truck. We
farms" under regulations governing the establishment of
particularly want all Chevrolet owners to bring
acreage allotments for 1957
crops. shall not be eligible for
their car "home" for repairs, motor work, parts.
participation in the acreage reWhile you're here, tinter
serve program with respect to
"ra
oor
io
•
greasing and all of the „little things that keep a good
iuTh "new term" allotments.
Acreage reserve will be consid-

GRAND

OPENING

OF OUR NEW SHOP AND SALESROOM
IN OUR NEW BUILDING ON FOURTH STREET

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
MARCH 22 and 23
/- WE'RE ARRANGED TO SERVE YOU BETTER
r—

SATURDAY BROADCAST OVER MI
DIRECT FROM OUR SHOWROOM

. ,te
_ ,14...,.
4tsck.

QUIZ GAMES
CASH PRIZES
FREE GIFTS
inperson
ROBERT AND GLADYS

WE'RE EQUIPPED TO SERVE YOU BETTER

THE "21 QUESTIONS" PANEL

Chevrolet's

°
"Hot Flashes Stopper
or strikingly relieves'
irt63-s096. of cases In doctors' Wes
•If you're miserable
from the "hot
flashes." and accompanying Irritable,
restleam feelings of
"change of life" you may be suffering
unnecessarily!
'P'or ...in tests by
doctors . . . Lydia
Pinkham's Compound and Tablets
brought relief from
such functionallycaused suffering to
83% and 80% (respectively) of the
women tatted! Complete or striking
Yes' Research has proved these
medicines thoroughly modern in
action . . . has shown you where to
look for relief from those distressing,
nervous. "out of sorts" feelings of
mid-life "change"!
So. . get Lydia E. Pinkhiun's Vegeinaproved
table Compound—or new,(WonderTablets with added iron!
ed, too, for the functional pains of
menstrual periods.)
ow...o.• 1•0011.1“.•
II
•Vmplaiketir worwmie wystemi
them*
le relieve dialrera
Owed "bial groves" I

car running well. Drive right in !

$275.000 "Lucky Traveler"
contest
We

SEK-GRAN

DAVCO Serni-Oren Fertilizers
pay for themselves over and
over again by giving highyielding, top-quality crops
that mean mho profit te
harvest skew

CITY COAL CO.
Telephone 51
ALSO - ALABAMA AND
KENTUCKY COAL

have plenty of entry
blanks and its costs you nothing
to enter. Just fill in the last line
of the jifigle and send your entry
in. Four prizes of MAO cash
each; 53 Bel Air 4-door sedans
and $500 in cash.

WE INVITE YOUR PATRONAGE;
WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
More new cars on hand for your selection; used car lot conveniently located on Fourth Street adjoining our new building with all kinds of good cars priced within your budget.
Y'all come in and see TAYLOR CHEVROLET for a good deal.
We want to keep'em MOVING.We'll surprise you!

AYLOR CHEVROLET

FOURTH ST.

FULTON, KY.

INC
PHONE 38

Thanks Be, Voices are Yelling

1

Word came from the United
States Press Association in Washington that the .nation's lawmakers there are being swamped with
letters from constituents demanding that their duly elected representatives give a thought to Federal spending — and specifically
to its reduction. Publication of the
staggering figures contained in
the Presidents record-breaking
peace-time budget recommendations coinciding with the admission from all quarters that there
could be no general tax reductions,
apparently touched off this avalanche of spontaneous public protest.
When we think of the cost of the
proposed Federal budget to Kentucky alone as $782,620,060 it is
enough to bowl us off our feet.
And Kentucky's share is only 1.09
per cent of the Federal tax burden
which must be shared by all the
states. The largest share is to be
borne by New York, 12.65 per cent,
or $9,092,700,000. Califirnia with
9.81 per cent and Illinois with 7.46

per cent will carry the next biggest shares.
These figures were compiled by
the Council of State Chambers of
Commerce, in view of the interest
which apparently is becoming
aroused in the "tax and tax, spend
and spend" routine, which seems
to have the grip like a mighty ogre
on our Representatives and Senators in the halls of Congress.
The trend will change only when
the people start wanting less and
expecting less from Washington
in federal appropriations and begin to make it known to those who
represent them in Washington.
We can't be putting our hand out
all the time and expect federal
spending and federal taxes to be
cut. They go together.
And, we're certainly glad to
learn that throughout the nation
voices of those who want Federal
spending reduced are becoming
loud enough at last to be heard.
When will they be heeded?
—Bardstown Standard

Bad, and Good, Unionists
The public hearings of the
Select Committee on Labor and
Management practices, Senator
McClellan chairman, will be
supercharged with consequences
— for labor, the public and the
political future of the members of
the committee themselves. The
committee plans to reveal evidence of alleged racketeering and
corruption which Senate committee investigators have been dredging up from the deep and dark
areas of union activities for many
months past. A great deal of it is
known to be sensational.
We applaud the committee's determination to get to the bottom
of labor union wrongdoing and we
hope nothing will deflect it. But a
word of caution is now needed.
The day-by-day display of questionable conduct, without comparable evidence of commendable be-

havior, is bound to give an impression of union operations as a
whole that is far removed from
actuality.
The public will do well to keep
in mind the certain, though unmeasurable, fact that the number
of rotten apples in labor's *barrel
is small compared with those that
are sound. And to say this is not
to minimize the danger of containination or the necessity of
rooting out the source. It should
also be remembered that organized labor is fully committed to that
task on its own and to cooperation
with the McClellan committee.
The A. F. L.-C. I. 0.'s recently
promulgated code of ethics and
the forthright action it has already taken against affiliates
charged with violations give additional evidence of labor's rectitude. More strength to those efforts as well. —New York Times.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

We're Losing Sunday
By Bob Senser
Author of "DON'T SHOP ON SUN."
ARE YOU helping ruin Sunday?
All over the country, more through
carelessness than malice, we are fal1.
ing into the habit of Sunday shopping.
For many of us it begins with an occasional stop on the way home from
church. Before long we are regular
Sunday buyers. In this way we turn
the Day of the Lord into the day of
the dollar.
IN DENVER, a billboard pictures
a lonesome little girl asking: "Please
let my daddy stay home with me on
Sunday. Let him go to church with me.
Don't buy meats and groceries in Sunday stores, 'cause then my daddy will
have to work on Sunday too.
It doesn't seem wrong, I'll admit,
to buy a few groceries on Sunday instead of 24 hours earlier. 10 or 15
minutes'in a store may not taint your
Sunday observance. But your buying
does help disrupt the Sunday of others.
IF WE IGNORE the whole problem,
the whirlwind toward a seven day business week will grow. Soon we may be
tempted to get more of our goods and
services — even a haircut or a permanent wave — on Sunday. Who knows
where this trend will stop?
What we fail to see is that each of
our actions helps build a "social climate." Every family must at times do
some buying on Sunday. These occas•

THE FULTON COUNTY =WS
Voted "Best All Around'' in class in Kentucky
In 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
Post Office Box 485
Fulton, Kentucky
Published Every Thursday of The Year

ft PAUL and JOHANNA A. WESTPHELING

ional purchases are not themselves the
problem. But they set an example, and
added to the shopping trips of thousands, set a community climate in which
it becomes easy to violate the Sabbath.
We must set a limit and buy only what
is absolutely necessary.
SUNDAY BUSINESS is a sign that
we are forgetting the preciousness of
Sunday, the day we give to the Lord,
the day He has coming Who made all
the other days. What's more, it shows
that we are ignoring the third commandment which binds the consciences of all men to "Keep holy the Sabbath."
"HOW MUCH CAN I get away'
with?" is hardly the Christian attitude
toward this commandment. Rather we
should ask, "What little extra can I
do to make my Sunday more holy?"
Eliminating unnecessary buying and
selling is only part of what must be
done to make Sunday the Lord's day.
We must also devote time to worship
and prayer. Families should put aside
their usual daily routine. Instead of
going their separate ways, they should
recreate together on Sundays.
SUNDAY OBSERVANCE, t h e n,
does not mean spending the day in a
dull way. The true Sunday spirit is
found in the words of the psalm:
"This is the day the Lord hath made.
Let us be glad and rejoice therein."
The basic issue, blunt and unvarnished, is peace or perish. But mankind and our civilization will not
perish. Of that I feel confident.
—Ralph J. Bunche
Peace is the promise and reward of
rightness.
—Mary Baker Eddy

Editors and Publishers
A masher of the Kentucky Fres., Association
A mealier of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year in Fulton,
Hickman. Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn., Elsewhere
throughout the United States $300 per year
Entered as seennd class matter June 28, 1933
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March, 1879.
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Only by a new attitude of mind ruling within it can the state attain to
peace within its borders.
—Albert Schweitzer
If we educate enough of our individuals in the fundamentals of peace
and security, frictions and irritations
between countries will rapidly dimin—George C. Marshall
ish.

[STRICTLY,BUSINESS

Mavatters

Killers" of the State Tourney
Kenton (Tenn.) Warriors.
The pint-sized Kenton team
went to Nashville as underdogs
(where have I heard that word
before) and outscored and outfought two of the largest schools
in the tournament to move to the
semi-finals before finally losing.
the "Cinderella
Called
Team" of the tournament, they
traded height for accuracy and
intestinal fortitude and had the
whole town of Nashville cheering for them before it was
over.
So as Bing Hampton says,
"that about wraps it up" for
now. Now we can settle back
and turn to such stupid pursuits as planting home gardens
and cleaning dust off of golf
clubs.
A bank at Clinton reports
Last week it had one of the
shortest time deposits on record: an
gentleman
elderly
walked in. opened an account,
departed, in about fifteen minutes suffered a heart attack

and died, and within an hour
the widow entered the bank,
drew out the money and closed
the account.
You - never-can-tell-what-toprint dept. last year I recall
receiving a nice story from a
nearby source (and we ran it
telling about the advantages of
raising a profitable popcorn
crop on land that would otherwise go unused. Sounded like
a good idea to pass on.
Well, this week we get in •
news release from the popcorn
processors Association in Chicago saying that the popcorn
industry is struggling with a
surplus of 58 million pounds of
the stuff and doesn't know
what in the world to do with
it. They further say that "the
popcorn industry is entering its
third year of depressed prices
with no relief in sight."
It looks like another case of
the rating experts getting all
fouled up. Somebody ought to
get the experts and the people
together one of these days.

they are voted upon at large.
,For several years they were
elected by voters just from
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Cleveland Avenue. Fifteen reweek of 2100 feet of pipe line,
ment might be of interest and Tom, Dick and Harry taking
present
gular members were
leading from his State Line
help
their time, and perhaps causand one visitor, Mrs. Anna Mc- station to an Illinois Centrai
For years we had the old ing thrill tr loo-s buslhess.
Elwrath. The Chairman. Mrs. spur -near the freight -depot.-- He---ar
!ma
but
ante—form,
rrn
cle
1
a
Th this way the Manager has
W. E. Bell. presided over the
will pump his gasoline from a
to
the
Managerial to be on the ball all of the
ch a nged
business. The Bible Study was
from that point to
car
tank
form, which we have been un- time, arid the load is on his
given by Mrs. E. M. Mathis.
his reserve tank at the station.
der for a good many years back. We have also found out
selling gasoline at compet:tive
now. and we would not even
(Centinued on page 9)
The Nimble Thimble Sewing
pipe line prices.
think of returning to the old
Club was entertained Monday
form.
afternoon by Mrs. Boyd Benfiws- hriatian
won over Milburn
Fulton
We have four wards or disnett at her home on Eoldings
here Saturday night 18 to 7,
Science Heals
tricts in Duncan, from which
at. Eleven members were pre- to cauture the first district
"A
MAN WHO
one Commissioner is elected
sent with these visitors: Mestournament. Milburn got the
many
As
ward.
from
each
FOUND
FREEDOM"
R.
I.
Binford,
Charles
dames
jump in the first quarter, leadcandidates as want to can an- WFUL (1275 Re.) Sunday 92.5
Nolen, Sterling Bennett and J.
ing 3-2., but at the end of the
nounce from their ward, but
D. Praharn.
half Fulton had taken i close
The Woman's Club met in lead of 8-5. In the third qua-tregular session Friday. March er Fulton pulled ahead 11-5,
and finally winning 18-7 as the
5th at the club rooms, with
the members of the Junior game ended. Trophies were awarded to Fulton and Milburn
Music Club as guests. Pages
Ws Ss first Imarlead
as winners and runner-up.
were Misses Sara Nell Alexanbk.losilts organ tor
Vie Moe —"lie nod
der, Donna Jean DeMyer, Betty
A wedding of much interest
advemes in Mei
and
Mildred
Sue ,Houston
to her many friends in Fulton
slaw
Mount.
is that of Miss Martha Ann
Fields, daughter of Mr. and
The Theme ssasatimal
A number of ladies in this
Mrs. Sam Hunt, to W. E. Mclart pits is nude possible
at the
community gathered
by latest electronic
Laurin, son of Mr. and Mrs W.
home of Mrs. Edwin Cannon
ellumes.
Yes get Iris
on March 5th and quilted a D. McLaurin. The ceremony
wpm tome, Mosso*
was
mornSunday
performed
quilt for Mr. and Mrs. Hardy
laaarmeatai selects, and
lost ing, Feb. 28th at nine o'clock
recently
Vaughn, who
ram azdastat feature",
bride's
home
of
the
the
at
their home and most of the
as wall is odrantages
srdirarily found oaf, NI
contents by fire. The names parents with Rev. Joseph A.
wpm costing et lead
of the ladies: Mrs. W. J. Kings- Smith officiating.
L
MED IND ININ MD am
Wm as(aso I
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Pickle
ton, Mrs. Tom Jones, Mrs.
of
a fine
Newman Croft, Mrs. Herbert announce the birth
1
Cannon, Mrs. M. T. Cannon, baby girl, Donna Jane, born
Mrs. Adair Cannon, Mrs Ever- last Saturday morning at their
ette Williams, Mrs. Carl Kin- home in East Fulton.
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

TURNING BACK THE CLOCK -

Never before a
fine organ at this
low price!

695

Windage

Ono titre
•lips esoswe
eseenaswo•

by P. W.

Thom

rating

experts

must

l tarlig
•Ea
teer Mow

belong to the same Club as
those others who keep on telling us that the per-capita income of the U. S. is now over
$5,000 a family and that we're
having the biggest boom in history. We never heard of you
guys down here.
By the way, we ought to get
something settled. Depending
on what paper you read, the
South Fulton girls are called
both the Red Angels and the
Devilettes. While we personally think that "Red Angels"
sound a lot nicer for a bunch
of nice-looking gals, what say
we adopt something official and
all stay with it.
New in the excitement of our
own local basketball not much
local attention was given another area team that earned itself the title of the "Giant-

Mats
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Fulton and South Fulton are
about all "wore out" this week
from shouting during the last
three weeks. Sore throats, bad
at this time of the year anyhow, didn't do themselves any
good front the exercise of the
three tournaments on each side
of the State Line that community fans attended, but brother, it was worth it.
So everybody is taking their
penicillin with a grin.
There isn't a Bulldog fan
who made the trip to Louisville last week who thought
that Fulton's fi.,-st-iround loss
to Pikeville was anything but
to be honestly cheerful &hour
Pikeville got the sox battled
off 'em before they finally won
out, so in losing, the team still
scored a big victory over the
rating experts.
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JONES PIANOS
MRS. GUY JONES
1000 EAST MAIN

UNION CITY, TENN.
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'SUCCESSFUL HOMEMAKING
by Marie Holland

•what-toI recall
from a
ran it)
'taxes of
popcorn
[ci otherded hke

Hoene Demonstrates. Kentucky Utilities

4
Do you still put up with an
fashioned
"washday!" I
old
surly hope not, because most
modern homemakers can do
two things simultaneously now,
that is take a shopping trip
and do her laundry all at the
same time. Her clothes can began the magic circle from
hamper to hamper automatically washed, rinsed, and spun
dry, then the first load quickly popped into the dryer while
the second load enters the
washer. When she returns from
town, she needs only empty
the dryer, and transfer the
washer load to it. It's really
just as simple as it sounds.
What more, her clothes are
genuinely clean, dried
soft,
fluffy, and sweet smelling. No
wind has whipped them, no air
born dirt settled on them, and
no worry about
we•ther

get in •
Popcorn
in Chipopcorn
with a
ounds If
t know
do with
hat "the
ering its
d prices
ease of
aing all
Jught to
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days.
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changes has spoiled her shopping tour.
She's carried no heavy barket of wet clothes out to the
yard and back again. You, too,
can switch to the magic circle
of easier washdays witn an
automatic electric washer and
the automatic electric dryer.
The magic circle takes you
from a hamper of soiled clothes
to a hamper of clean clothes
without washday drudgery or
weather worry. Use the damp
dry setting for easier ironing.
Although the a ut omatic
washer has taken the drudgery
out of washday, it's the automatic electric dryer that has
taken "washday' out of the
week. If you have only the
automatic washer, "hanging
out" still means hours of lifting, lugging carrying. It means
outguessing the weather, or
cluttering up the basement or
attic.
Only by seeing the dryer
you
actually in action can
learn all of its advantages. Ask
your favorite appliance dealer
to show you the new iutorna tic
electric dryer. '
•DUKEDOM

sheeprnen
who
have
140% more room.
lamb crop. This is credited
If your lambs are late this
with special care and good year I will have some suggesfeeding practices before lamb- tions for you next week.
ing season.
Heat lambs are being used pigue with
company
to dry new-born lambs. The
lamb is suspended in the corn- Locating In Area
er of the lambing pen as a
Charles Pigue, son of Mr.
brooder. Each ewe is kept in
a lambing
for several days and Mrs. Bertes Pigue, of Fulon the condition of tan
' la a "
lea engineer with
the lamb. This also helps the the Delta-Star Electric Co.,
ewe claim her lamb if she is subsidiary of the H. K. Porter
Co. of Pittsburgh, which is to
somewhat reluctant at first.
locate
a new $4,000,000 plant
l
The flock should be rotated
City.
every three to four weeks from in Union
Mr. Pigue, who has beer
one pasture to another. This
aids in controlling worms. The associated with the Delta-Sta.
flock should be drenched soon Electric Co., since his gradua
after lambing if worms are tion from Illinois Institute c:
suspected. Always keep pheno- Technology at Chicago, was re
cently elected a member of the
thiazine salt should be kept board of directors and treasurbefore the flock at all times. er of the Delta-Star Credit
Never be without it. Mix ahe union.
phenothiazine one part With
Mr. Pigue, his wife, Phyllis,
salt nine parts,
and daughter, Valerie, reside at
These are but a few hints on Wheaton, Ill.
the flock. There are many
more but I don't have any Save Money — Shop Is Fulton

The annual Spring Festival
Kentucky State highway ofof the National Junior Music ficials. hoping to award at
Clubs was held in this district least 840,000,000 in road-imat Paducah Saturday.
provements coritracts during the
Twenty-six
piano
students 1957 construction season, will
and two vocal students of Mrs. open bids March 15 on the
Steve Wiley, Mrs. C. L Mad- first group of projects in this
dox, Mrs. A. R. Roman and year's program.
Mrs. Margarette Sundwick parState Highway Engineer
ticipated.
Dwight H. Bray gave the estiMrs. Wiley's pupils who re- mate on probable total 1957
ceived a Superior rating were: construction contracts in an adBlackstone, James
Manor.
dress at the annual meeting of
Reed, Diana Ounningham, and
the Kentucky Assn. of HighMaurice Carr Bondurant of way Contractors.
Cayce.
He said the total possibly
Those rating Excellent were: could be increased to $45.000,Davis, Jerry
Jeannie
Hart, 000 or $50,000,000 if part of
Jean Burnette, Ophelia Speight. the state's $100,000,000 roadMary Idella Bondurant, Joy bond issue could be sold in
Fagan, and Sherry Milstead.
July or sooner.
Ella Doyle and Susan McBray said it is expected the
Daniel were graded Very Good department "can advertise (for
on a piano duo event. Miss contracts on) approximately 15
MR FARMER:
Doyle is a pupil of Mrs. Wiley, million dollars worth of work
and Miss McDaniel is a pupil between now and July 1..."
The advantages of a Federal Bank loan:
of Mrs. Maddox.
Low interest rate
This, he added, would include
Mrs. Maddox's pupils who about $2,500,000 of rural seconLong term — HI to 33 years
Privilege
Superior
of repayment at any time
received
a
rating dary projects in Rural Highwere: Carol McNeilly, Bob An- way Commissioner
These loans are made to:
J. B. Wells'
RT.
derson, and Nancy Treas.
Buy land
program and about $3,000,000
Buy machinery
Mrs. Bonnie Cummings• Those rating Excellent were: bf
heavy bituminous resurfac'etaIV
Buy livestock
AUDUBON MUSEUM
Judy Hoodenpyle, Judy Moore, ing
WM,
in the Maintenance proBuild or repair buildings or fences
Patsy Fall, Nancy Bushart, San- ram.
Audubon Museum, HenderWeek of March 14
Low dews payeasolearikOBION-WEAKLEY National Farm Loan Association
dra Bowen, Ann Bowers, Mary
for
depository
many
son,
is
a
Mrs.
Mr.
Paul
and
Milton
Bray
added: "We think that
and Easy Terms
108 Washington Avenue, Telephone 453
Martha
cif the artist's original paint- and Sherry are home from. Grant DeMyer, and
between July 1, 1957, and OctUnion City. Tennessee
BEN1TETT ELECTRIC ings and the family collection Mansfield, Ohio. Sherry enter- Lee DeMyer, who received Ex- ober
1, 1957, we can be in posiThis office serves only Obion and Weakiey counties.
her
solos
on
and
hymn
cellent
:17 blahs
halm
of Audubonia.
ed school at Cuba, Ky., Friday.
tion to let $25,000,000 in addiMr. and Mrs. Elbert Webb playing.
tional contracts, making a total
receivMrs.
pupils
Roman's
from-"Dayton, Ohio visited home
ing the rating of Excellent for the period from now to
STARTS THURSDAY
folks over the weekend.
October of this year of apMr. and Mrs. Kal Webb went were: Patricia Legg and John- proximately 40 million dollars.
FOR 7 B-I-C DAYS
home with them for a few nie Pharis.
The first group of projects
Mrs. Sundwick's pupils redays visit.
include four in the Purchase,
AT REGULAR PRICES
Congratulations to Mr. Harold ceiving Excellent were: Glenn all in Graves County. They are.
on
voice,
and
Cook,
Marcia
With each 100 chicks bought from us
Lee Ross and Caroline Works
mco RAO* POCTURili prommille
The Meriden Road from Ky.
Bagsby who were married in Sundwick on voice and piano. 440, 0.6 mile west of Ky. 121,
Fulton last Saturday.
after Wednesday Feb. 27 we will give a
extending to west end of HicWebster Ford is home with •ROCK SPRINGS
Mrs. Nettie Lon Copelen • kory Road, 1.800 miles. Bitud
his family for a few days. He
minous Surface Class C-1 or
has been working in Peoria, Ill.
Week of March 14
Mrs. Webster Ford is a vicThe Wingo-Pilot Oak (HerMiss Narie Moore visited atim of 1nfluenzia.
man
Choate) Road from south
while
Friday night with Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. All Shelton and
city limits of Wingo, extendTheir
family from St. Louis were and Mrs. Elmore Copelen and ing to Barren
Creek Bridge,
family
home over the weekend.
movie
first
,
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow visit- 1.600 miles. Bituminous SurMr. and Mrs. Clyde Ethridge
face
Class
C-I
or
I.
together I
Kansas City, Mo. Mr. and Mrs. ed Mr. and Mrs. John Sanders
The Dairy Hill Road from
..
,
Lube Blackard, Latham, Tenn., Tuesday afternoon.
Eddie
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Green Ky. 80, 2.9 miles northeast of
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Ethridge
4
Mayfield,
extending
to
Roy
sings
6
,...-....,
and daughter, Cleatus Ethridge spent Sunday with Mr. and Byrd
Road (RH 1047), 1.000
..
and son and Mrs. Nora Ethri- Mrs. Elmore Copelen and famwonderful
mile. Bituminous Surface Class
dge visited Mrs. Em Griffin ily.
.
new songs!
Mr. and Mrs, Clarence Bel- C-1 or L
,
Sunday.
The Batts Road from Ky.
lew
from
Detroit
been
have
the
_about
is
,Driffth
Mrs.
943, tO mile north of Tennessame. She is confined to her visiting relatives in this comWe are NOW HATCHING!addles off
see Line, extending to the
bed at all times in the home munity.
Hickman County Line, 0.500
Mr. and Mrs_ Lee Roper, Mr.
of her daughter and son-in-law.
mile. Bituminous Surface Class
each Wednesday: pullets, cocksla or
Mr. and Mrs. Chess Morrison. and Mrs. Pat Snow and Mrs.
*.
. .-. ,
Mr. Richard Carter had the Ella Veatch visited Mr. and C-1 or L
straight run.
misfortune of losing one of his Mrs. Walter Kimbro
Sunday
work mares one nite last week. afternoon.
severe
a
Everette Ivie had
Mr. and Mrs. ELtnoore Copeheart attack last week and is len spent awhile Sunday mornALL THE NEW BURPEES 1957 varieties
a patient in the Paris hospital. ing with Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
Mrs. Ern Griffin enjoyed her Green.
of Seed on hand Bulk or package.
birthday the 3rd very much.
Several visited in her home
and she received over 100 cards • News Around The Y
which she appreciated very
Mrs Ed Wolberton •
much and of which she wanted
to thank everyone. She looks
Week of March 14
forward each day to receiving
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Slayden
State Lime, across from Browder Mill
Phone 483
cards.
and Tony spent the weekend
WWII AM PRYOR
with Mr. and Mrs. Hal Mc- afinson./.1 Awe,Sleeks cassia maned
news!
latest
for
WFUL
Listen to
Queen of Tiptonville, Tenn.
Mrs. Herb
Morrow, Mrs.
SAVE THOSE LAMBS
Mary Caldwell and Mrs. HarLambs
Are
heard?
are coming by twos
you ready? Do you need $100, $50, $15, $10?
Have you
old Courtis of St. Louis, Mo.
and Mrs. Emma Butts of Ful- these days. I have talked to
Four fortunate persons every week are going to get
ton visited VII% and Mrs. Ed- several farmers that have had
ward
Wolberton and family ewes to have twins. The only
NM TALIOT • 151*11EINI •'EMIL MOM • MU GOMM • WOW
Peaml 1r, EMI,CAWS • Iwo ft; 11. MUM MAY War CAlel.....1.1•11
thing wrong with that is most
Sunday
.
dam 1.....•
I..a 5L...130.• 110•1•1 0 KOWA TAM • UMW OW.=
1
Miss Linda Sandhog of Ful- of them have lost one of the
us.is era moo • ess•me Wail
twins.
I
!think
most of the
ton spent Sunday with Miss
7t0.1141
.09101t• Ill
small sheep growers should
.
Guen Barron.
Mr. and Mrs. James Fuller have little trouble in saving
because they traded in Fulton Stores. It's the return of the Fuland children, Jane and Gary 100% lamb crop. The larger
Plus PACIFIC SPORTS & Color Cartoon
visited Mr. and Mrs. Edward flocks may fall down in extreme
ton Retail Merchant's famous
cases,
but
the
average
Wolberton and family.
YANKEE DOOD IT
Mrs. Daisy Bard and Mrs. is 109%. I know of many
Nannie Watts visited Mrs. Jimmie Satterfield of Water Valley, Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. James Alexander and
Mrs. J. H. Vaughan visited
Mrs. Edward Wolberton TuesPARTICIPATING FIRMS
day afternoon.
Clarice Shop
i;risham-Butterworth
Rice Men's Wear
Andrews Jewelry Co.
Coleman Service Sta.
Rob's Shell Service
4:30 P. M.
Dotty Shop
K. Homra
Noffel's
IN DOWNTOWN FULTON AREA
Bennett Elec. and Furniture
Wade Furniture Co.
Western Auto Store
made of fine Airship Cotton - Sanforized
Fine Cotton Broadcloth Sleeveless
Fry Shoe Store
The Jewel Box
First Quality Regular $1.98
and Short Sleeve White and Pastel
Exam TV Shop
Kaanow's
Sizes 32 to 44 Regular 81-98
Irby's
Fulton Ildwe & Furniture Co.
Jack and Jill Shop
Wes-Tenn Dept Store
A PROUD CHILD
The Tiny Toggy
and will tell you how to get more.
Ben Franklin Store
IS A HAPPY CHILD
Sizes Small - Medium - Large
(We give Pot-O-Gold tickets!)
Graham Furniture
You must be present to win.
The Leader Store
Playing a Wurlitzer
National Store
Piano develops pride
Gamble's
P. H. Weal's' Sons
of accomplishment.
City Drug Co.
Baldridge's
TIMM'S MUSIC DEPT.
Hall-Wooten Clothing Co.
Pipeline Service Station
Phone 192
Lake Street
Fulton, Ky.
Union City, Tenn.
Wood and Pruitt TV

. ORPHELIM

EDDIE.
DEBBIE
FISHER
.an REYNOLDS

Browder's Mash

MI"

day 1:11

FULTON HATCHERY

bee

$175 IN CASH AWARDS
POT '0 GOLD JACKPOT
AWARDS EVERY THURSDAY

I
i

Dears
dia•
?awes

r,

BUNDLE OF JOY
NOONAN 1
ADOLPFIE MENJOU *TOMMY ....
.

I•

Sparkling Specials
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY

Men's Sport Shirts Ladies Blouses

EACH PARTICIPATING STORE HAS A
FREE TICKET FOR YOU

elt

rENN.

Two Small Jobs In
This Area Will Be
In the First Group
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Fulton Teachers Show
Piano And Voice
Students Last Week
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his way
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Weak ei March 14
Mr. Len Edwards isn't any
better at this time.
Mrs. Jess Wooten is able to
be up part of the time.
Mrs. Claud Ray isn't any better.
Mrs.
Furgerson
went
to
Memphis, Tenn. Sunday
to
spend a few weeks. She has
been here with her mother,
Mrs. Len Edwards for the last
three months.
Brenda Byrn spent Friday
night with Ladone Fields; they
went shopping in
Mayfield
Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. James Dowdy,
Malone and Paul of Paducah,
Ky., Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Fields
and Ladone visited Mr. and
Mrs. Grover Gossom in Union
City Sunday afternoon. Other
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Gossom
Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. Inman of Dyersburg, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Italy Bushart
visited Mr. and Mrs. Jim Holt
Sunday afternoon.
Henry Isbel visited Mr. and
Mrs. Olvie Williams Saturday
morning.
Mrs. Lela Lutter spent Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Dora Myott.

YOUNG MUSICIANS STATE PROPOSES
WIN HONORS AT BIG ROAD OUTLAY
PADUCAH FESTIVAL DURING THIS YEAR

ATTENTION CHICK RAISERS

$750,00
artments
r is acimissionnust be
Commis:s from
urn, and
regular

7

• WThIGO NEWS
Mn.Doom Fields•

•

LOOK FOR WINDOW PLACARD IN
FULTON STORE WINDOWS

99c

88c

Wes-Tenn. Dept. Stores, Inc.

Diary of Doin's

Meredith, Jr., and son, Jim Bob,
visited 1-ift.e last week with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. R.
M. Meredith, Sr. They were
enroute to Fort Bliss, Texas
where Capt. Meredith will be
stationed.

By Mary Nelle Wright

Hunter, Pamela Heave, Margaret Homra, Ann Patterson,
Jane Hawks, Agatha Voelpri,
Barbara Ann Boyd, Fredr4es
of
Hornra
Gibson, Beverly
Ridgely and Jackie Jackson of
Clinton.
THOMPSON CHILDREN
TO HONOR FATHER
ON 9•TH BIRTHDAY
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Thompson will be. hosts to an open
house Sunday afternoon, March
24 honoring Mr. Thompson's
father, Mr. Ed Thompson, on
the observance of his 90th
birthday.
For this occasion all of Ms.
Thomption's children plan to bk
with him. Tho: are: Mrs.El
L. Bondurant, Greensburg, N.
C., A. T. and J. E. Thompson,
Atlanta, Ga., Warren of Lexington, Ky. and Robert of Fu!
ton.
All of Mr. Thompson's friends
are invited to attend the open
house at the family home on
the middle troad. Hours are
from 2:30 until 5:30 p. m.

of Dukedom; Charley Page 6 The Fulton News, Thursday, March 21, 1957
both
Dulin, Union City; Stevie Henderson, Luther Pickeria, Mrs.
J. R. Nethery, all of Water
Valley; Mrs. J. E. Smith, Mrs.
i wt.) b-l-G ACTION
Redie Stroud, both of Clinton;
Mrs. Algie 'Hay, Mrs. Ed WillMrs. Tucker Brann,
ingham,
Mrs. R. V. Putnam, Sr., Mrs.
Friday & Saturday
Ela (Cary) Fr ield s, Miss
Juanita Gambil, Mrs. G. C.
"YAQUI
"THE NIGHT
Richardson, Mrs. Robert Nance
and baby, Bill Holland, Estone
DRUMS"
RUNNER"
Browder, B. B. Stephenson,
with
Myatt Johnson, Bill
Morris,
with
Mrs. Mike Fry, Mrs. Homer
Rod Can
Colleen Miller
Wilson, all of Fulton.
3-So. Cosnedy. & Color Cartoon!
Extra Added
Jones. Hospital: Ben Burnett,
Cayce; Mrs. Norvelle Floyd
and baby, Clinton; Mrs. C. B.
SUNDAY — MONDAY & TUESDAY
Carter and baby,
Arlington;
Mrs. Lena Radford, Mrs. 0. G.
Clark, Mrs. Tennie McWhorter,
Mrs. Ben Hicks, Mrs. Earl
Fm-see and baby, James Neighbors, J. L Pierce, Mrs. May
Henline, Mrs. Etta Frankum,
Mrs. W. 0. Locke, Mrs. Gene
Hatfield and baby, all of Fulton.
Haws Memorial: W. E. Jack)
son, Mrs. W. E. Jackson, both
of Bardwell; Amus Williams,
Mrs. Jewell Williams, both of
Dukedom; John Graham.Cayce;
Mrs. Charlie Jones, Lynnville;
Mrs. R. S. Hart, Mrs. Pearl
Hayes, both of Wingo; Nathan
Copelen, Pryorsburg; Mrs. Elmo
Thompson, Mrs. Homer Fuger01101161 10111AS•IOWAN) NOMA MR,IND
son, Mrs. DeWitt Ramsey, Mrs.
A IRMRSERTEMOOKIL PEW
Wilburn Allen, Stanley Scates,
Mrs. J. D. Miller. Mrs. Ethel
Rober, Mrs. Johnny Maddox,'
Extra Added:—N•ws--Color Cartoon—Up & Down
James Warren, Sarah Linton,
all of Fulton.

FU LTON

Our congratulations go to
Beverly Hill. a student at the
who
University of Kentucky
was pledged to Phi Beta, naBev
tional music fraternity.
MIL
was also chosen song leadei'
Last weekend was a perfect world. We are ALWAYS inter- for her sorority, Chi Omega,
one — in many ways. Especial- ested in Larry because he is for the Annual Sorority Sing
ly for those of us who were one of our OWN boys! Emma on the campus.
fortunate enough to make the Ruth told us that she reads the
trip to Louisville to see the Diary every week and they
Belle and Hunter Whitessll
Fulton High School Bililldogs pass news on to every member have returned from a vacation
mothes
and
family.
Her
the
of
Tournament
State
play in the
trip in Florida. Glenn and
— and I WISH that EVERY- dad now live in Memphis.
Vera Lane, former Fultonians
we
game,
during
the
Later,
have
ONE in our town might
chat who now reside in Morehead,
been there to have seen such stopped a minute for a
with Florence and Frank Bead- Ky. and J. Brooks Mabry of
a fine team play.
and Bob White who were Lexington were dinner guests
les
As I walked around inside seated in another _section. And of the Hendon Wrights at their
ENORMOUS Freedom Hall after we came home we learn- home on West State Line Road
where the tournament was ed that Irene White, Jane and Monday evening.
played — how good is was to Matt DeBoor tried in every
Ann McDade Hunt and little
see the large delegation from way they could to attract our dsughter, Ann Conley have reFulton. Everyone was in a gay attention for a "Hello" but turned to their home in Maymood and many cordial greet- without any luck.
field after visiting her parents,
ings were exchanged among
We saw Rice Owen, Donald the Maxwell McDades on Third
the multitude of fans.
Speight, Jeff Lester and Street.
WFUL Mac
Those of us from
Lorene and Bud Hughes of
Joe Pigue as we went into the
with
what
were busy beavers
Hotel. They had come Paducah visited in Fulton SatBrown
The following were patients
inviting our many Fulton fri- over from U. K. at Lexing- urday.
in the local hospitals Wednesends over to our mike for an ton and you may WELL know
day morning.
interview — and as you may that those lads were some of
pre-nuptial lunA lovely
Mrs. Ora
Fulton Hospital:
well know — if you heard the our strongest "rooters."
Saton
You heon party was given
Lee Cole, J. R. Davis, Hickman;
broadcast — everyone we in- KNOW — how 'tis — once you urday, March 9, by Janice VinJames Edward Vaughn, Mrs.
terviewed did a grand job. And GO to Fulton High — your cent
Ann H. B. Steward, Mrs. Clarence
Sherril
honoring
I think it would be well to heart is ALWAYS with it!
Jones, bride-elect of Thomas Murphy, Mrs. James Kimbel,
mention a few of those who so
'Twas nice to see Mildred Horace Reams.
all of Wingo; Mrs. Rebecca
kindly agreed to appear on the and "Pos" Whipple and their
The hostess presented the (Rice) Maya, Mrs. Loyd Wilds,
game
the
before
broadcast
corson from Hickman — also Jes- bride-to-be with a lovely
started. Two "newcomers" to sie Lou and "Duck" Goalder. sage and a piece of her select
a
displayed
have
who
Fulton
And from Hickman were many ed crystal.
great interest in our team are others including Kathryn LanThe delicious luncheon was
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Adams who nom and her attractive "chil- enjoyed by the honoree, Miss
were enthusiastic subjects for luns." 1 could fill page after Jones, Treava Terrell, Eva Jo
our interview. We also learned page about all of the nice Reams, Ann Strange, ,Joy Vinthat they went to Lexington people from down this way cent, Norma
Hendon, Ruth
the next day to see their who
were at the game — but Darnell, June Vincent, Laraine
at
student
a
is
who
daughter
Fields apd Gail Pruett.
SPACE would not permit!
U. K
After the game we headed
Betty Lou Thomas, wife of straight for our friend Ernest
Donna Jo Laird bride-elect
our coach, Charlie, made an in- Luvisi's Restaurant — because of Kenneth Ray, was the inspiring little "talk" — despite THAT is the PLACE where spiration for a miscellaneous
We Challenge You to Compare Our Prices
the fact that she must have you get the BEST Italian food shower given recently at the
been in a state of real anxiety. in the U. S. A. And we are al- Legion Hall in Water Valley
Mrs. Bill Holland was there to ways so happy to see Ernest. with Mrs. Roy Linder, Mrs.
cheer her son, David, as well Many of you in Fulton will Chester Jackson and Mrs. 011ie
as the rest of the team, on to remember that his son, Lee, V. Morgan as hostess.
VICTORY!
Prizes for the taines were
pianist, gave a delightful conGene Williamson did a grand cert here a few years ago a t won by Mrs. Lonnie Gardner,
job "on the air", and the be- our Woman's Club and he also Mrs. Arthur Rose, Mrs. Cliffore-the-game interviews could was selected by Dwight Ander- ton Williams and Mrs. Doyce
never have been a success son of the University of Louis- Clark.
without words of CHEER from ville School of Music to prefriends
12.5
Approximately
the Fulton High cheer leaders, sent a program at Murray State and relatives were included in
Ann Fall, Mary Ann Bennett, College, which many of us at- the guest list.
Judy Page, Ruth Louise Butts, tended. Sunday's Courier-JourMartha Ann Herring and Patsy nal Magazine carried an interMrs. Billy Johnson was hosGrooms!
esting account of Lee's musical tess to a 'lovely miscellaneous
There were many others who career.
shower at her home on Park
were ø the broadcast and we__br- Luvisi's we saw
in
reeentIY,— given
the Avenue
would surely like to mention Nathan Forrest family who had honor of Merilyn Lynch Yates,
every one of them — but we're been to the game — and we who became the bride of Horjust hoping that ALL of you know how happy they were ace Stephens Saturday, March
in Fulton were "tuned in" — over the wonderful game their 9.
and that you heard all of your son, Jack, played. Herbie Hunt
Many lovely and useful gifts
friends on the live broadcast cf Mayfield "breezed" in and were received by the honoree.
from Louisville.
were
refreshments
chatted with us for a while Delicious
others
with — then went on to join other served.
mention
To
whom we chatted — we were friends.
Margaret Homra entertained
ever so glad to have our friof
Of
OUR
all
course,
ends, Shirley and Billy Carr thoughts — after the game — with a beautifully planned tea
(formerly of Fulton) as our were directed over Lexington at her home on Friday afterguests at the game. The entire way because our son, Don, had noon, March 15, initiating the
parties
section where we sat was al- flown in from Annapolis the round of pre-nuptial
with night before to spend
most completely filled
his honoring Shirley Homra, whose
Fultonians — and our Hick- Spring Leave there with fri- engagement was recently anman friends, who gave such ends. So — as early as possible nounced.
The guests were greeted at
loyal support to the Fulton on Friday morning — we headthe door by Barbara Simth,
team.
ed over Lexington way.
Arch and Eleanor Huddleston
We stopped in Frankfort for sister of the honoree. In the
were there with Eleanor's sist- a short time to say Hello — receiving line were Mrs.
er, Jean and her husband from to our friend, Lieut. Gov. Har- Homra, the honoree, her mothLouisville. We were so glad to ry Lee Waterfield. And we er, Monira Homra. and Mrs.
see Jean as it has been several were sorry- that time did not Kimlin Homra of Ridgely, Tenyears since we have had such permit us to go by to see his nessee, mother of the grooman occasion.
lovely wife, Laura. But we elect.
the
serving
in
Assisting
60 - INCH TABLE
At half-time while we were simply HAD to speed on to
guests were Kathy Jones, Maugaily chatting with Charlotte Lexington.
Out in front of beautiful rine Treas, Josephine Omar,
and "Pots" Sanger of Hickman,
Billie and Dr. Glynn Bushart, Keeneland girls' dormitory we Joan Baird, Mrs. Bill Homra
ones and Mrs. Sam Homra of Steele,
the
HAPPIEST
Wilburn Holloway, Gilbert De- were
and Mo., Pam Homra, Donna Hornour
"one
saw
we
when
Carter
Jack
and
Jane
Myer,
and Frances Amberg of Hick- only", Midshipman Don Wright ra, and Jane Edwards. Madge
man — we saw such an at- drive up in Max McDade's car Patterson was at the register.
guests
150
Approximately
tratcive young "matron" climb- — and by his side was Kay
All Big DeLuxe Chairs, Triple Plated Chrome 7-Piece Suites— 72
ing those many, many steps up Cherry. A HAPPY reunion it called between the hours of
to where we were — and as WAS — my dear readers! You three to five.
we look ed closely, whom may well know that this was
Donna Gail Patterson was
should it be but one of our a happy climax to a wonderhostess to an attradtive lunvery own Fulton gals, Emma ful weekend.
It SNRELY was a wonder- cheon honoring Miss Shirley
Ruth Cavender Meredith (Mrs.
Kenneth) who now livsq in a ful weekend for the many par- Homra. popular bride-elect, on
suburb of Louisville. We did ents of Fulton childser, ler Saturday, March la at the
SO enjoy our "visit" with Em- the teachers, for the students Pebel Room of the Derby Cafe.
ma Ruth and we had much themselves, and for the hun- Miss Patterson will be a bridesconversation about all of her dreds of enthusiastic support- maid in the forthcoming wedfamily. Her brother, Larry, is ers of the Fulton High Bull- ding.
The guest list included Shirwith the USAF in France dogs!
ley, Monira Hornra, her mothGrace, a sister is in New York
er, Madge Patterson, Barbara
Here and These:
— and has an ever SO interMrs. Robert Smith, Joan Homra, Yvonne
and
Captain
estion career in the fashion
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady" every
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.

HOSPITAL NEWS

Biggest Dinette Promotion In WADE'S History

SPECIAL FACTORY PURCHASE
5-Piece Set As Pictured-470.00

5-PIECE CHROMEDINMES —
7-PIECE CHROME DINETTES

All S •
Cu
las
Jimmy
HOitift,
UnitIr 'CI

W T
an
Hall
South F
of Troy
Only
Fulton-Hi
were eli
while o
qualified
tenuous
ball and
The
Hickman
Burcell,
will be
Bugg an.
FuIgham ;
Cayce;
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McAlister
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,pf Clint°

$44.50
$89.5C

Wade Furniture Company

COMING

"Trade with Wade and Save"

Fulton, Ky.

THE BIGGEST $99.50 VALUE EVER SHOWN IN THIS AREA
III
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the Sout
tents.

Inches Long.

ONE WEEK ONLY

Lake Street
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leave son
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again in
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MONDAY, MARCH 25th.
Cayce !

NO DEALERS
PLEASE

WADE FURNITURE COMPANY

LAKE STREET
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PLEASE
FULTON, KY.
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FHA Girls Will Be
Honored In Nashville
The Tennessee' Future Homemakers of America will hold
their annual state convention
in Naitigille, March 21, 22, 23.
Delegates from the affiliated
chapters will attend sessions
centred around the theme "F.
H. A. — Your. Key to Oppor-

tunity."
The South Fulton F. H. A.
delegates and their advisor,
Mrs. Robert Thompson, will
leave Thursday morning for
Nashville to attend the meeting.
Six of the South Fulton girls
will receive special recognition
at the convention for having
received %their State F. H. A.
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Degree. These girls are: Nancy
Crews, Gail
Hester,
Jessie
Gamblin, Norma Hendon, Joan
Tune and Ruth Darnell. The
other delegates who will attend
are: Sondra Stephens,
Linda
Muzzall, Peggy
Wilhawks and Dianne Gunter.

OUARD PAYS OFF

Company C of the Tennessee National Guard provided
almost $42,000 in payrolls for
its members in 1956, according
to a survey released last week
in Union City, where the Company is located.

You Can Put Your Trust In SUPER RIGHT MEATS
SUPER RIGHT

SMOKED PICNICS
4 to 8
Lb. Avg.

29c

LB.

PAN-READY—FRESH FROZEN

THICK SLICED

COD FILLETS

BACON

(5 Buolxv9)

La- 25c

2 99c

SUPER-RIGHT
RINDLESS

PKG.

Chipped Beef=290 Wieners
Hams
590 Bolognasu=ght(hitt
Fryers
39c Sausage
2
Hens
Lb 390 Bacon
(AN
Super Right
Skisileee
Meat

Super Right

Whole

Fully Cooked

Halt

Pan-Ready

PIKEVILLE: ALL-COURT PRESS puts the squeeze on
Fulton's Harold Frazier in first-round State tourney play
last week in Louisville as camera catches Atkins in act
of stealing the ball. Even so, Bulldogs outplayed highlyrated mountaineers and should have won the game.
—Photo courtesy Courier-Journal

All Star Game—
las
Cunningham.
Hornbeak:
Jim my Ha yes. Dixie; Gerald
Hollis, Obion . Dalton Stover,
Union 'City;._ Mash. Hardin
W
Sims, both of mason
Hall
and
Tommy
Hughes,
South Fulton. Willard Bagwell
of Troy has been named coach.
Only eight members, of the
Fulton-Hickrnan county schools
were eligible for the game.
while other seniors were disqualified because of their intentions to participate in baseball and track.
The coach of the FultonHickman
All-Stars
is Billy
Rurcell, Clinton, and his team
will be made up of: Norris
Bugg and Billy Price, both of
Fulgham; Larry Henderson,
Cayce; Jerry Williams, Hickman; George Burnett, Ronnie
McAlister and Dale Breeden,
all of Fulton, and Bobby Jewell
sof Clinton.
BASKETBALL BANQUET
The Fulton Lions Club will
honor the basketball teams of
Fulton and South Fulton and
:he All-Star team players at a
banquet Friday. March 22, at
the South Fulton school cafeteria.
Oak

I—Lung

NEWS

1•4•111111=1110,

EA

TIL

Not a lot of fishing being
done this week, only in the
Coffee Shop.
But it won't be long now.
We had one string of 21
Crappie in this week by Dog
Hogan and Dick Tracy Page.
Bass being
There's a - few
caught in ponds around here
and there.
The big fishing rodeo is being talked about, around town.
Let's all get oat, get the tackle
checked and be ready. Don't
start out half-ready; you might
leave something at home and
when you go back to get it the
wife might make you stay
home and work in the yard.
You'll be hearing from me
again in next week's Fishing
News.
—JOE BABB

Cayce PTA Meets

mnaminnt

The March meeting of Cayce
P. T. A. will be held Thursday 21, at 7:30 p. m., at the
school.
The program for the evening
will be a Play presented by
the 5th grade and a film on
Civil Defense will also be
shown.
All parents are urged to attend.

Rites for D. Fred
Worth Held Mar. 16
n. Prm Worth,

Lb

State Tournament—
worried," he sighed, although
he blamed his own team for
part of the trouble.
Pikeville advanced with a
77-73
victory over a Fulton
Learn, one that could have een
an easy winner except agginst
Pikeville and one of two other
clubs. While the contect was
frayed. around the edges with
numerous errors it was the
most entertaining contest of the
first round. Fulton batled in
the face of an all-cowl press
i• 4 almost insurmountable

E-LRLEOAWDY II

New

Again?

sure their°

/MASH SEEDLESS

S. E. Holly, Office Manager
for Fulton County ASC Committee, stated today that they
were in receipt of A telegram
from Mr. H. L. Manwaring.
Deputy Administrator, Washington, D. C., which stated that
the deadline for entering into
an agreement in the Conservation Reserve pare of the Soil
Bank, had been extended from
March 15th. to April 15th. For
further information c o nt a c t
your local county ASC office.

Canadian
Style

(Sliced'

111-02.
Pkg.

carkstw
•

5n.

Fine for

Phone 130

KY. STORES
ONLY

)
LB.

45c
690

La 39° SALMON STEAKS
3
LB- 39° FISH STICKS

LB.

10-0Z.890
DKGS.

Cap'n John
Fried

Broiiinf

CALIFORNIA—FRESH TENDER

Mos‘h39C

IU. flog

U. S. NO. 1

WHITE

Oranges 51:-A390 Potatoes50Bi29
LB.
AG

FRESH CUBAN—S Size

IL S. NO. 1 YELLOW
LG SIZE

Seedless Grapefruit Lemons
39c

39c

DOZ

5 LB. BAG

GREEN

Camay Soap
FACIAL
3 eBARS
37c
2
35c

A&P—OUR FINEST QUALITY

APPLE SAUCE 2Itt

BATH EARS

SHEDD'S LADY BETTY

Mayonnaise
25c

Ann Page
Vat.

Lb.

Preserves
....2 49c
Del Monte Peachescuner.:29c
Prune Juice
29c
ts
Wesson Oil
Bee
10c
21 39c
39c Ketchup
75c Vanilla Extract
Hipolite
25c
Cake Mixes

R.
J ;1:il
Z
t.
Old Style Sauce,

-z. bot.

tic

Qt.
Jar

ASP Small
Whole

BOTTLE

PINT

QUART

Ann bags

BOTTLE

DUNCAN HINES

ALL VARIETIES
19-02.
J PKGS. U.

KRAFT'S

Macaroni Dinner
15c
Ivory Snow
33c

LARGE PKO

PKG.

GIANT

JANE
PARKER
ANGEL
RINGS ..39

Burnste• V:19c

Marshmallow
Creme

• • • • • jar

Donuts"1.1:' 1170 Li:. 19c
Hot Cross Bunsp=,7.1 33c

29'

Apple Butter
Salmon Perfect
Strike
.1C-Labn.55C
Spaghetti
2
Jelly Eggs
2 Lb; 39c
z. 5"L 84cpkg.
Ad Detergent 1"
pk.,
Vel Soap
• • • Rig- 25c
Corn
15c
:
trend

.78
..
1frs.25c

Chunk

Ann Page
Prepared .
.

Cans 29C

(beau"' Bar)
Butter Kernel
16-0z.
Golden Whew Kernel .
.
.
. Can

MILD (LONGHORN STYLE)

Cheddar A Ac
Cheese
ButterSvnnyfleld
").

.
CheeseS"vVIXIAitmear".ceerd

1-Lb
Our Finest Quality
.
c
P
P
(rm
c '

69c
29c

FUNK & WAGNALS ENCYCLOPEDIA
Lost Volume, No. 25, Now On Solo.

Only 99c with Any Purchaso
PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., MAR.23

Rinso Blue

Joy

DETERGENT

LIQUID DETERGENT

LARGE

32c
.75c

PK41
. ••••••••••

GIANT

LARGE

Oxydol

esTseeater
sea

SAN ....ear.

smog GAM

IMITUR0[NT

37c
67c

30c
72c

CAN

GIANT CAN

Wisk

0 K LAUNDRY
6, CLEANERS

FULL
)DRESS.

FLORIDA VALENCIA

P
7-°Z.
K11.

You'll be amazed at the
difference our Semitone
Service makes! It's so
much more thorough.
You can actually see the
difference. The fu'A
beauty of colors, patterns
and textures is fully restored . . ..your clothes
look like new again! Give
us a chance to prove it.
Call on us today!

lb. 5%

FRESH LAKE (
FULL DRESSED

ASPARAGUS.

GRAPE
FRUIT

cawaYs
-

FILLETS

Halibut Steaks I

to Look Like

DATE EXTENDED

Cryovan
Wrapped
4 to 6-Lb. Avg.

WHITPANE BASS
PERCH

Want Your Dresses

The Beelerton Talent Program will be Friday night,
March 29, at 7.30 p. in. at the
Beelerton School.
The Kentuckian Quartet of
Paducah will be the featured
group, along with the Harmonefts, Temple Trio, Gospel Four,
The Kentucky Pals, and lots of
other local talent.
Admission will be .25 and
50 cents.
Sandwiches, candy and cold
drinks will be served.

Lb.
Pkg.

Super Right
Pure Pork

Fish and Sea Food

‘-nt —runny, lawyer, and -wellknown Masonic leader, died
Thursday morning, March 14.
at his Fulton home after an
illness of many months.
odds.
Services were held Saturday
at the Cumberland PresbyterAncil Bayer—
ian church in Fulton with the
Rev. Oakley Woodside, pastor, (Continued from Page One)
officiating.
Masonic
services be highly appreciated.
Ancil A. Royer
were held at the church. Burial
Candidate for Sheriff
was in the Fairview cemetery
with Whitnel Funeral home of
Fulton in charge. Members of
the Masonic lodge served as
pallbearers.
Mr. Worth, a practicing lawyer in Fulton for 20 years after
moving to Fulton from San
Antonio, Tex., was born Dec.
In. 1871. in Hopkinsville, ICy.,
the son of Charles and Elizabeth Lineberry Worth. He was
a graduate of Cumberland Law
school at Lebanon, Tenn.
Mr. Worth held many Masonic honors. He was a member of the Knights of York
Cross of Honor, a Shriner. a
past member of Roberts Lodge No. 172 of Fulton, past High
Priest of Calvert Chapter No.
85,
Thrice
past
Illustrious
Master of Fulton City Council No. 63, past Commander of
the Fulton Commandery No. 34
a 32nd degree Scottish Rite
5-47
Mason of San Antonio, and a
past Grand High Priest of the
Grand Chapter of Kentucky.
*
either% be
Mr. Worth is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Nina Little Worth,
and several nieces and nephews.

Talent Program

1-Lb.

Or

Full
I)re".4sec1

STEWING

470
490
750
590

Lb.

ee

NUL

SIAM Mai

voIlb ILEAC»,
•••d••1.0 •.••

•••••••/•••••

33c
7k

Draft

Dash

wavisoaam

DETERGENT

LARGE PKIL

OIAMIT PM&

•••••••••••••

32C
7k

1114.1L

PKG••••.....••so &O

aus• *sea

37c
2,19

P1111.....
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an answer. If you're wondering how I got and read your
articles, a „friend sends me the
News and
paper.
Verly truly yours,
J. W.
Dear .J. W.
Yes your girl friend is in
love with your husband. No, he
isn't in love with her, but he
in infactuated with her. Yes unless your friendship with this
'other woman is not broken up
she will separate you. Yes, I
think it would be wise for you
to move and start anew and
has
Lalane
Mail to Patricia
away from this woman. Yes,
s
proportion
now reached such
he would land a good job but
that no more letters can be it would be about 2, weeks bereeeivd until at least April IL fore he did. Yes, he loves you
so please do not write before as much as he did when you
then, since no additional com- married, I would say a little
munications can possibly be bit more. Your Father is not
who have
answered. Those
too ill, he will be on the road
written, please be patient: Pat- to recovery before long.
ricia has almost a hundred letters to answer and will try to
Dear Miss Latane,
get to everyone,
I read your article every
week, and I would like for
Dear Patricia Latane,
you to answer a few questions
I would appreciate is very for me.
much, if you would please anI have a son in Detroit, and
swer a few questions for me,
is engaged to a girl down
he
time.
the
all
me
that worry
girl
Is my girl friend infactuated here, but is going with a
you
with my husband' Is he with up there. I would like for
it goher? Will anything come be- to tell me which one he
ing to marry?
tween our marriage?
Love,
If we move out of state for
I. V.
a new start, would it be wise?
Dear I. V.
Does he love me 5 much
Your son will marry a girl
as he used to?
But he will not
sick is my father? up north.
How
marry the one he is going with
questions,
these
answer
Please
at the present. He now knows
and I will keep looking for
the girl as she is going with
one of his friends.

answers
LATANE
(PATRICIA
tie sheestIone In 'moon. Addrem aN
atnirnunicatises to her cjo THE
reit ,..14 for answer iii
this column. Questions regardln•
medicine, health can beet be anMeeby yeur
swered
time reipardiap handling el money
•nswbe
best
can
Investments
or
*red by your banker. THE NEWS
provides this column purely as •
public forum and dome not accept
any responsibility for the •nswers
many oases
In
offered, altheugh
extremely a.proved
have
they
curate.)

Dear Patricia,
Would like to know if my
daughter will find her ring,
and just where? She was playing in a neighbors yard when
she missed it. Please answer
at once.
M. C.
Dear M. C.
No she will not find the
ring as a child picked it up
and has sold it for the sum
of 5 cents.
Dear Pat,
Would you please tell me
where my litt-le grandson lost
his ring? His mother would
like very much to find it
Yours truly, '
M. C.
Dear M. C.
Your grandson lost his ring
while out playing with some
kids, the ring has been found

"If people only knew what a revelation and a joy
The LISTENER is. they would not for a moment
hesitate to wear one. This ill the Snit hearing aid
that exactly fits nil see& ss I can Saks it off ant
put it on as I need It. I just didn't realize a hearing aid could be AA good as thief"

the amazing HEARING invention that defies detection

... the Otarion Listenorel
Its the greatest step forward of the century! Twenty-0m

years to perfect...two seconds to put on ... nothing to hide.
240 cords, no ear buttons, no ear mold. To get the complete
story,just send the coupon.

think It wait a long time before I get married. After
all I don't want a lot of kids calling me 'grandma'
'when l'es only 36. or &or

Am I welcome in my son's
eigA answers you have. Will
yol answer a few for me? Will horns? Will my son B. conic to
you tell me the trouble be- see me?
With Love, a friend,
tween me and my wife? If the
M. L
trouble is me, what can I do?
Should I let her go or not?' Dear PeEL
Your ex-husband does want
Can we get back together and
to be friends, yes yout son
be happy again?
does want you to be friends
A_ L.
but he had rather see you back
Dear A. L
together.
Yes you and your wife can
Yes you are welcome in your
work
and
things
together
get
home. You will see your
son's
to
got
have
you
first
out but
week.
sit down and have a talk. Al- son B. in April the first
ways remember its the little Dear Pat,
things in life that counts not
I just read your coatron and
the big ones. Why not try to I am fastnated by it. Would
court your wife as you did before you married. All women
love attention, they like to be
told how much you love them,
how pretty they are, etc.
There is never a problem too
big that it can't be solved if
you sit down with a level head
and discuss the matter.
Your wife loves you and you
love her, and I think you are
both being very foolish, and
if you don't sit down and talk
this thing out and get it
straightened out you are both
going to regret the results
later.
Dear Patricia,
I enjoy reading your answers. Will you please tell me
who got my Square Hamilton
Watch, also my link firacelet?
Will I ever collect the morey
that is owed to me?
Will I ever find another
man I can trust enough to
marry again?
Will I get my price fur the
house rm trying to sell so I
can move to another state?
Thank you,
K. A. G.
Dear K. A. G.
A friend picked your watch
and bracelet up off the top of
a dresser, her first name begins with M. Yes you will collect the money but it win be
some time yet before you do.
Yes you will meet a man and
marry but it will be in December 1958. Yes you will sell
sell
your home but you will
It for $500.00 less than you arc
asking.

band is going with? Would you
please give me her initials, and
does he work at the same factory eiy husband does? Where
do they meet to be alone'
Is there anyway I could appear on the scene to let him
know I've caught up with
Dear Miss Latane,
him? Will he ever turn back
the
in
articles
Read your
go with me
News and enjoyed the inform- to the Lord, and
anything I
ation that you gave some. to church? Is there
change him!
Would like to ask a question can say or do to
He won't go with me up
or two.
I want to know
I have a home that I have town shopping,
Please answer
won't.
he
why
buyin
interested
had several
he ashamed
Is
questions.
these
it
if
know
to
ing. Would like
did sell, would it be best to of me?
0. G.
do it?
If I rent part of it, would Dear 0. G.
The woman your husband is
I get a good renter'
going with is M. G. she works
Thanks,
with clothes I would say sewE. M.
ing clothes for the public. They
M.
Dear
e stand a
I would say sell your home meet at a Bar-B-Qu
they drive
then
cafe,
a
and
lot
move
best
the
like
as it looks
out from town. Yes you will
for you.
catch them when you aren't
expecting to in the next 90 Dear Pat.,
Dear Miss Latane,
read your column every
Yes
Please answer these ques- days while with a friend.
and enjoy it very much.
week,
and
to
you
back
tions for me soon as possible. he will come
I do I have • question or two, I'd
Lord.
the
of
work
the
so,
if
home,
my
sell
I
Will
for me.
not know of anything to help Like for you to answer
when?
4 few years back my daughhow
see
to
except
matter
the
to
and
Will I remarry,
me a glove holder for
in- nice you can be and by all ter gave
whom?
my purse for Christmas and it
nag at him. No.
don't
means
itials.
never been
can't say he is ashamed of you disappeared. I've
Thank you,
the place
tore
I
it.
find
to
able
does
woman
but- the other
B. M. J.
I've always
dress better. My suggestion to up looking for it
to it.
Dear B. M. J.
you is to go to a bflitity par- wondered what happened
Your home has been
Will we continue to live
let them reworks
the
get
lor
you are waiting for the money style your -hair go in debt get where we now live, or move
which Will be ready for you some new clothes and make closer to my husband's work.
around the 15th of April. Yes yourself as attractive as you
Thanks in advance,
his inyou will remarry an
M. Y. A.
can. The reason he doesn't go
itials are R B.
shopping with you is he tants Dear M. Y. A.
The glove holder is in a
to her vilhile you're away.
Dear Miss Latane,
small box in a closet where
Some friends and I thought Dear Pat,
you put it
that maybe you could help its
You will move closer during
you please tell me
Coud
anwith some problems and
ring is? It the summer.
dinner
my
where
questions for us.
swer some
has been gone for three weeks.
Here are my questions.
Also, where is my new grid- Dear Patricia,
Where is my black purse dle?
I enjoy reading your answers
Does
fall?
last
misplaced
I
that
What can I say or 'lo to to the letters. Will you please
Somemuch?
very
J. like me
make my husband have more help me?
times I think he does, but faith in me?
Does my ex-husband want to
sometimes I just don's know.
come home be friends or want trouble'
ever
son
my
Will
What does the future hold in to me?
Does my son went us to be
store for me?
I haven't written before, but friends.
Thank
you have helped some of my
L. R.
friends.
Dear I... R.
Thank you,
,Your black purse is packed
F. B. C.
away in a box where you put Dear F. B. C.
packyou
when
it by mistake
Your dinner ring is in a
ed some summer things. Yes J. drawer in your dresser. Your
thinks a lot of you. The future new griddle is under somedoesn't hold to much in store thing I would say it is a dresat the present I see you in ser or chest. Stop trying to
white that could be working as make your husband think that
a nurse or waitress. But I do every other man in town is
see a very nice looking man after you, stop flirting with
that you will meet in the near other men. No, your spn will
future who's initial is W. and never come home.
whom you will think a lot of.
I really don't think you are
trying to make your husband
Latane,
Dear Patricia
jealous but you do, so watch
Thank you for your answers what you say about other men
like
to my questions. I would
in front of him if you cion't
you to answer some more for you will end your marriage in
me please.
divorce.
Who is the woman my hus-

and the young boy that found
it has sold it. The young boy
that .foond, the ring his initial is F. and the boy he sold
it to, his initial is J. But she
will not locate the ring.

you please answer the following for me?
Will my husband get work
around hetet soon, or will we
have to lelve? Will we move
In with relatives, or get us a
house?
Thank you,
Pet. R. N.
Dear M. R. N.
No your husband will not
find work around here for about 4 months but during that
time he can work on • farm if
he cares to. You will move in
with relatives for • short period cot time only.

HERE IN OUR CITY and all over Southern Bell's nineSate territory, we have a constant, far-reaching safetytraining program that pays off. The lineman on the pole,
cable splicers under the streets, drivers of telephone cars
or trucks—all are trained to work safely and to protect
your safety. I might mention that for five years Southern
Bell has won the highest award of the National Safety
Council for safety in industry. It's a record we're right
proud of and we're going to keep at it.

BRINGING PEOPLE closer together is our job. So we like
to feel we had a hand in bringing people of two continents
closer together. I'm speaking of the new trans-Atlantic
telephone cable, first of its kind, which was laid under the
stormy Atlantic last year to link America and Europa You
know, Bell System scientists and engineers have been working 25 years to perfect this rugged DM underseas cable.
Now we figure it'll work 20 years without replacement. It
carries three times the calls we used to handle over radiotelephone. Got a Dutch Uncle you want to coil? Give bila
a ring. Only costs $12 to most European countries.

HAVE YOU SEEN the pretty new color telephones?
They're on display in our Business Office and you're
welcome to drop in any tune. These smart, modern phones
can really brighten up a
home. And the Lady of
the House can choose
colors to blend, contrast or
harmonize with her furnishings. Why not stop in
and let us show you bow
easy it is to have a welltelephoned home — with
the right phones, in the
right colors, in the right
i.
places to save steps and
time all through the house.
We'll be happy to see you.

90 FREE MERCURYS
$450,000 IN PRIZES
15 Mercurys given away every week*, including
Ow fabulous new Turnpike Cruiser? A visit to your
Mercury dealer's showroom may win one for you?
•

$1/000/000411
can't buy a better bottle of bourbon!
be found in Our
baby department. Baby
G i ft s and everyday
necessities.
Gifts Wrapped Free

r an

4.40
PINT 2.75
'A -PINT 1.40
QUART 5.40
HEAVEN wit. DIVIttEPc
Ii•RDSTOWN

NILSON COI/hir

WES TENN DEPT.
STORE. Inc.
Fulton

let prize—Mercury 4-door Turnpike Cruiser—
one each week. Plus trip to New York for two
via American Airlines. Special guests of Ed
Sullivan at his television show.

Next 50 weekly pets..- General Electric
"Companion" TV seta. Portable, only 26
pounds! Performs with console clarity.

Next 4 weekly prizes Mercury Commuter
Station Wagons. 2-door, 6-passenger. More
room than ever before in Mercury's field!

Nest 300 weekly seizes --Sheatier's White Dot
Snorkel Pen Sets—autographed by Ed Sullivan.
World's finest writing instrument.

Nest 10 weekly prizes Mercury Monterey 4door Sedans. Ail Mercurys awarded as prises
are fully equipped.

awards $10,000 for new
during contest, $2,000 for
see official rules for details.

IAN ma***Week Mena 4 larewee A yr41 to. Zaire.. renirel barons Mare* 4-ill will be judged ta the fleet /elem.&
Therenfew, nein will be judo.' weekly.

EASY TO ENTER! ENTER EVERY WEEK!
SEE YOUR MERCURY DEALER FOR OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK

low-
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work
we
nova
us a

and another as Assistant or have already used the
item
Vice. For quite a while the from my regular paper, and
man at large was selected, but would like to have another
one
this is not compulsory, and the for my file.
Mayor may be selected from
Yours truly,
any of the board.
A Distant Reader
Understand of course, that
your charter could be drawn
up to cover or change any of
the ideas I have mentioned.
We had our last one worked
up by some Institute that had
or amazingly relieved
tAteir representative come here
Ii
3 eel of 4 eases in doctors' festal
and study our situation cver,
then make their recommenda- • Chances are you're
putting up — untion, on which was voted upon necessari
ly — with
by the citizens.
the functionally
caused
pains,
I do not care to be quoted cramps
and weak,
by name on this, but am glad "no good" feelings of
to give you the information for menstruation!
For, in actual tests
what it is worth, as coming
by doctors, Lydia
from a town of from 20,000 to Pinkham's Com25,000 population, where it is pound brought complete or striking
working very well, and where relief
from such diswould
we
not return to the tress in 3 out of 4 of
cases'
old form.
Lydia Pinkham's Is modern in tts
Say, I will appreciate you action!
sending me an extra copy of
So get Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegelast weeks paper, carrying the table Compound—or new, improved
Tablets with added iron. Bee If —
item about Union City getting taken
through thb month—it doesn't
the big industrial plant, as we give relief from those backaches
, jitare working hard along that ters—help you feel better before and
during
your
period!
line, and I am also boosting
Or—if you suffer from functional
the "right-to-work" program in "hot flashes" of "change of life," find
out
how wonderful Pinkham's is for
our legislature, and I note that
Tennessee has this law, which that, tool
f „
I am sure had its part in locatIt lir • quisthog afoul sw
alortio• °emir saill•a• tim
ing this fine pay-roll plant. I
Winn maim —wise mist

not
T

&-

"Monthly Pains" stopped

that

m if
'e in
per-

•

le.111111111111iMINIMY

STATE TOURNAMENT ACTION: Pikeville forward
price all producers receive for
flips in one-hander last Thursday night at Louisville's • DUKE
DOM RT. 2 the 1957 dip up to the 52Freedom Hall as Pikeville downed a mighty-battling
Joyce Taylor • cent5 incentive level. Producers
who market wool during the
Bulldog team that wasn't even supposed to give them a
11457 marketing year will be
We
are
still
having
some
race. Bulldogs shown include Harold Frazier (14) facing
-am, but it stays cool a lot of eligible for a payment which
George Burnette, and Ron McAlister (41).
will be an amount equal to
the time to.
Mn. Wilma Williams visited the percentage payment rate
—Photo Courtesy Louisville Times
times the proceeds from the

ANNOUNCEMENT
way,
because
Cornmirioners
I think, have a better idea of
the best man for the job, so
we let the Manager recommend, and then the Commissioners appoint the heads of
departments.
Your idea of a Superintendent is new to me, as most of
the cities out this way have
the Managerial Form, which
certainly relieves the Commissioners, and still they have the
last say in appointing and approving any work to be done,
regardless of what heading it
comes under.
One other item that I should
have mentioned about selecting and electing. We have one
man each from each of the
four wards, then ione more,
making five in all, is elected
at large. He may be from any
of the four wards. We also rotate the elections, so that they
all do not go out at the same
time, but two one year, two
tlie next, and then the mar at
Irrge, the next, so that we do
not have all green men com-

her mother, Mrs. Jennie House,
sale ot their wool. (For the
Wednesday attempt*
Mrs. Cassie Taylor called on 1955 clip on which payments
Miss
Allie
Row land
Friday were made this past summer,
the payment rate was 44.9 pernight.
Mrs. Harry Yates attended cent, which resulted in a pay •
the club meeting held at Mrs. ment of $44.90 for every $100
producers received from shorn
Roscoe Williams Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A.. McGuire wool sales.) Payments on the
were the Sunday dinner guests 1957 wool clip will be made
of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Barham. in the summer of 1958 when
the tabulation of producer reVerdell Glisson left one day
• last week for Calif. Mrs. Mil- turns is completed.
ton Steele accompanied him to
MODELED AFTER FEDERAL
her home in Whittier, Calif.
Kentucky's first constitution
Milton is remaining here a few
was modeled to some extent
more days to be with his mothon the National Constitution.
er, who has been quite ill, but
All white males over 21 years
is slowly improving.
of age were permitted to vote,
2+4""— TP--- Yates
Governor
and
Senators
• ire zuc.-As in the Willie Tom_ the
were elected by an electoral
Stark home Sunday.
, "gigs Constarce Jones is visit- college, slavery was protected
tv'ar Martn this w , ek as and a bill or rights of 27 divi- ing on in any one year. One
sions was attached.
Commissioner is elected or ap/ I est of her collsinS, M:. and
pointed by the board as Mayor,
'i-s Clarence Hine.
LETTER TO EDITOR—
Mr. and Mrs. T. C House
reontinued 'from page 4)
were Sunday dirner go. sts of
that it is best to get a good
their son and with, Mr. and out of town man for manager,
Mrs. Boaz House.
as the local man has too many
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Puc- so-called friends to satisfy.
kett and Sue of
Lone Oak
While down in Texas la.
,
4
spent Sunday in the W. L. week I attended a Kiwanis
Rowland home.
Club meeting at which the proMrs. Tennie House was the gram was on this very subguest of Mrs. Evaline Yates ject, and the speaker said that
Tuesday.
their
Manager appointed the
Mrs. Annie Wray visited Mr. heads of all departments, but
and Mrs. Hub Wray last week. I do not agree with him on
They called
on
Miss Allie this, and we do not do it that
Rowland Friday afternoon.

We help
new plants grow
in Mid-America

We take great pleasure in announcing to the
people of Fulton, South Fulton, and surrounding communities, that we have added Mr.
James Needham to our staff.
Mr. Needham, and his wife Carolyn, arrived
in Fulton Monday, March 11th, and have an
apartment in the funeral home, 302 Carr
Street.
Mr. Needham has just been graduated from
the Kentucky School of Mortuary Science,
Louisville, Kentucky, and is now entering into
his chosen profession. He is thoroughly trained
in all of the most advanced practices of embalming and restorative art.
We take great pride in the fact that we offer
the most highly trained personnel in our work.

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME, INC
Phone 7
302 Carr Street, Fulton, Kentucky
Walter Voelpel
James Needham

Ruth Hornbeck
Paul Hornbeak

FREEDURINGPROURIZES

•

New industries grow fast
along the Illinois Central.
We help, all the way from
planting the plant seeds to
hauling the product harvest
to market.
We enjoy such spade-work.
•.
• It gives a lift to both our community and
business friends. Industry gets the kind
of communities it needs, and communities get fresh payrolls to nourish their
people. We get more carloads of freight.
We like to think that dins of the reasons
new industries find Mid-America attractive is the fast, modern, dependable
service of the Illinois Central. Each year
we make our service better. This year
we are spending $39 million for new
equipment and other improvements to
our railroad.All Mid-America will benefit.

WOOL PROGRAM IS
ANNOUNCED TODAY
Mr. Roy C. Gray, Chairman
of the Kentucky State ASC
Committee,
announced
today
that provisions of the 1957
wool incentive program will be
the same as for the current
marketing year.
The 1957 program will apply
to wool and lambs marketed
luring the April 1, 1957 to
March 31, 1958 period. The
shorn wool inzentive price for
the 1957 marketing fear, as
Previously announced, will be
62 cents per pound. This is
the same as the
incentive
prices for the 1955 and 1956
marketing years. The payment
on shorn wool and lambs marketed with the wool on is based on this incentive price.
As under previous programs,
the payment
rate for shorn
wool will be the percentage
required to bring the average

It's vand
as a sauce...a

salad dressing
gdi spread!

P. S. to IsasshTs

Ole
11(

Ask se foe tosolkgrousil whirman an say Mame Ceowel
soorsealty. Address 1. 1.
Frost ladestriel aspartame.
111 East Eleventh Piece,
Map s.
P. P. S. to Toes If yaw
ssouswalts has special adetudes*/ Se industry Mayes
hue we Mould Som, writs
sif IsAlestr1.1 Depertmeet

PRE-START
BABY PIGS

SHETLAND PONY
OTHER PRIZES INCLUDE:

horn the
*as Gad orsiy

MIRACLE
WHIP
sad special
pickle rsiishos

Mitaele
Sandwith

West Tennessee Polled Hereford

Association, Inc.
Annual Spring Calf Sale

4
24

ea Wayne Tail Curler "JrFor Fast. Economical Gatos
Highly fortifisd and sugar wee..
ened, new Tail Curler "Jr" gets
baby pigs eating earlier than wet
before.
Over a doses special Iritemins
and pig growth factors are is tite
powerful fend.
TA ft

(MILER -jr

28 BULLS — 43 FEMALES

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD

BROWNSVILLE, TENNESSEE

"Auk1‘;‘••pow-Afamoat.

For Catalog Write: W. B. Reeves, Stanton, Tenn.

Nothing To Buy — Just Come In And/
Register. Something Free Every Wisi
z

WE HAVE SOME REAL GOOD PRICES ON
SEED! NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY.
Now is the time to sow Red Top, Timothy, Fescue,
Rye Grass and Orchard Grass, also White Dutch
and Ladino Clover, Kobe and Korean. We carry
most all kinds of Field and Garden Seed. We reserve the right to limit quantities.

Tuesday, March 26, 1957

BROWNSVILLE FAIRGROUNDS

Registered Bacon Typo Duroc Mb"
Baskets of Groceries

6 Country Hams

IS SIMPLY AMA7.111•1

Sale 12:30 P. M.

GRAND PRIZE:

Muds by
KRAFT

WAYNE A. JOHNSTON
President

31st Anniversary Sale

A. C. BUTTS CS SONS 1
PHONES- 602-803

FREE DELIVERY AND PARKING LOT

When
attack
acute
co
call
sudden b
coronary
the heart
Althoug
self is $
of a s1.1
process •
cries.
As this
passagewa
ies
bee°
narrowed
harden

20 lbs. For baby chicks, broilers,
pullets, layers. Saves time, labor,
space. Zinc coating.
REGULAR PRICE

- ALLIANCE

$2.90

SALE PRICE

Complete with built in jet, 12 gal. tank, air
volume control, pressure switch, foot valve. 1/3
H.P. motor. For depths to 25 ft.

Unico Powerliner
Premium Cushion Tire

Light weight-35 lbs. Easy rolling
10 x 2.50 cushion rubber tired

(TUBED)
670x15 4 Ply
Greater comfort and safety,
easier steering, better trothon. Less air pressure for
smoother ride. Guaranteed
for life of tread.

Two airlock cons--outer con
slips off easily. Bross °SAO'static spring valve. Rust-proof
top.

REGULAR PRICE
$2.53

Sturdy iron base. Adjustable tool rest, guard
and sickle holding attachment. May be driven from above, below,
rear

45 plates. Extril powerful, dependable.
Fits most popular cars.
18 mo. guarantee.

low pressers
win r•ptit.
•••• lussorkdews iseests.
I...,.. Neel
SAL

[

REGULAR F1KE.--.941e

SALE PINC1

••

•poquit

75(

phoebe. 7/I4'•
Easy is awry,

g.i*COM/AWOL
00,11

ci•On

REGULAR

PRICE...$3.25

SALE PRICE ...Stilt)

Zinc grip steel tank, olectricaliv.
welded. Seamless brass pump.
Positive acting oil proof valve.
Complete with jet, 42 gat upright tank, foot valve, strainer,
2 H.P. motor.
1
air volume control. /
For depths to 120 ft. Easy to
install.

100% virgin polyethylene. light, flexible, easy
to install. 75 lbs. pressure.
Not hurt by freezing.

Sturdy household
ladder with Ilk"
hickory dowels.

Southern States
Fulton Co-operative

sweating, and occasional loss of
oonsciousneas.
Mercy Drivers and Flyers
• When a heart attack occurs,
the central part of the area
deprived of blood may die. The
affected area must heal to
form strong scar tissue. At the
same time, new blood supply
to the area develops as nearWhen we speak of a heart inner lining of the artery much by arteries get wider
and even
attack we usually mean an
as lime deposits form in a open up tiny iiew branches to
acute condition that doctors
water
pipe.
Around
these deliver blood to the area of
call
coronary
thrombosis, a
heart muscle that needs it.
sudden blocking of one of the patches, scarlike fibrous tissue
Treatment following a heart
coronary arteries that supplies forms in the artery wall so
that the channel is narrowed attack consists mostly of r,iving
the heart muscle with blood.
and there Is less room for the the heart time to mend itself.
Although the heart attack it- blood to flow through.
Even though the patient feels
self is sudden. it is the result
When the artery channel has well after the first week, he
of a slowly developing disease
must continue to rest in bed
. se'
process •if the coronary art- become narrowed, a blood clot or chair
to give the heart time
may
form
in
the
narrowed
eries.
artery to block the channel to heal. The time required for
As this disease develops the and cut off the flow of blood the patient to get back on his
passageway through the arter- to the part of the heart sup- feet will depend on the extent
ies
becomes roughened and plied by that artery. When
a of the heart injury, the rate
narrowed by fatty deposits that clot (thrombus) cuts off the of healing, the patient', cooperharden into patches along the blood supply to a section of ation and understanding, and
heart muscle, the result is a whether or not complications
•••••raf
heart attack — physicians call develop.
Hearing Aid Battsiriee it a coronary thrombosis or If you are a bystander when
A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER is ready to rusk woad,
coronary occlusion. The usual a heart attack occurs, you can
needed blood to a Connecticut hospital as semi an it's banded
Complete Line
symptoms of a heart attack be of great assistance if you:
k
to her by an airman, also a volunteer, obi has Sows
For all makes of bearing aide
I. Call the doctor at once.
from another city.
Visit stir Hearing Aid Depart- are: severe painful sensation of
2.
Help
the patient take the
ment al your first opportunity. pressure under the breatbone,
often lasting for hours (mild position that is most comfort1, Hickman, Ky., recently was
CITY DRUG CO.
attacks are sometimes mistaken able for him (this will probabpromoted to specialist third
IN Lake Street
Plums 769 for acute indigestion); sudden ly be halfway between lying
News
class while serving at Fitzintense shortness of breath; and sitting — he usually cansimons Army Hospital in Dennot breathe comfortably if he
From
lies flat).
ver.
Specialist Blincoe, a medical
3. Do not attempt to carry or
The
technician,' entered the Army
lift the patient until the physician arrives.
in October 1955 and completed
4.Loosen tight clothing such
basic training at Fort Leonard
as belts and neckties.
Wood, Mo.
5. See that ..the, patient does
In civilian life he attended
not become chilled, but do not
Bethel
College.
His
wife,
Induce sweating with too many TELEPHON
Yvonne Sue, lives in Aurora,
E NEWS
blankets.
Helen Allen was to undergo Colo.
6. Do riot give stimulants surgery in the Haws
Memorial
rustics RED, GREEN
such as whiskey or brandy.
Fort Richardson, Alaska (AHospital, Monde!, morning. We
OR WHITT REAM!
Remember
keep
to
your
want to send her cheery get HTNC) — Army Pfc Darrell
REGULAR $1.50 VALUE!
0. Vowel, 21, son of Mrs.
head and you may help to well wishes for a speedy
resave someone's heart!
Marion A. Vowell, 603 Halls
covery.
Virginia Forrest, Paul and St., Hickman, Ky., recently
To est yew -sofas
Betty Heltsley enjoyed attend- participated in "Exercise Hard
HIGH MEMBERSHIP
flafilillakt, ••f ter
ing the State Tournament in Times" with the 2nd Infantry
Not v
t:114
.
=
Division at Fort Richardson,
membership in Louisville last
Blue Cross
=t
er
i of
Thursday.
s Sort Pt..,.'
Kentucky at the end of 1956
Alaska.
Janie
and
Harry
flavorful IA•t h•'
Barber
of
•
The six-day evercise, designstood
members; Columbus. Ohio,
608,605
at
IOW Cora Marl aid
were home ed
trawl with Stis eel* tin
to test the combat efficiency
Blue cross paid $8,517,719 for for the weekend.
Janie and of the division
issettwies Beet.
under arctic
care of members during the Harry, Mr. and
/0. P. 0. Si. ta
Mrs.
Cecil
BarIllranktipbon. Al.. S.
conditions, was the largest ever
year; 103,256 members receiv- ber and son, Jimmy
and Miss held
ewe.to title, pow
at the Alaskan fort
ed benefits
•• • soil eollieses.
Katherine Rice visited in the
A clerk in 2nd Battalion
Seise t•I•y.(Plests•
homes
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
NOM
Isetterios.)
Ray and Mr. and Mrs. Ray Headquarters Company of the
IOWA WINS
division's 23rd Regiment. VoMom
nowt
OW
Jackson
Saturday evening and
CORN
'twin ewe
The Illinois Central Railroad Sunday.
4President's Safety
Trophy"
Save Space, install
Several of our girls and their
was awarded to the Iowa Divi- families
enjoyed
attending
the
ALABAMA FLOUR MILLS
sion for outstanding employe dedication
services of the ansafety performance during 1956. nex to the First
leeee•estesess at
Baptist Church,
presented
award
was
at
The
tilottow's list Floor
eat toot Fools
Sunday.
Aletturr's IWO Cora Meal
a safety dinner held February
Mr. Buford Sisson of Fulton
•
18, at Waterloo.
underwent a serious lung operation in Louisville, Thursday.
_brother of Nahomi
Mooneyham of 'our office. We Put • wall to wall
wish him sincere get well Isnot or warmth GC
-ad&
your Ikon . . have
wishes.

YOU

AND
YOUR HEAR

3-COLOR FLASHLIGHT

only
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well entered the Army in
January 1956
He completed
basic training at Fort Leonard
Wood, Mo., and arrived in
Alaska last August.
Vowell is a 1955 graduate of
Hickman High School.

W. Elledge this past weekend.
Lt. Didrick left
Sunday for
Fort Henning, Ga. where he
will spend 15 weeks attending
the Officers Course of the Infantry School.
Upon completion of school he
and his family will reside at
Luzon, P. L (FHTNC) — Ft. Carson, Colorado. Mrs. DidMarine T/Sgt. John G. Mc- rick and son, Bobby, are reIlwain, son of Mr. and Mrs. maining in Fulton for an exJohn B. McElwain of Route 3, tended visit.
Fulton, Kr_ and husband of
the former Miss Evelyn L.
Because the average stalk of
Harlan
of
Oakland, Calif., celery
weighing
about 11
/
2
landed on the Philippine Is- pounds provides only
75 calland of Luzon, March 25, wjth res it is popular among weightthe 3rd Marine Division in the watchers.
largest ship-to-shore operation
held in the Far East since
World War H.
Accurate
mit week-long exercise startWORKMANSHIP
ed when the assault landing
forces hit the beach in small
At Low Cost
landing craft. Other units hopped over simulated beach de- Watches, Cloaks and Tim
Ptcoes of All Enda Areafences in helicopters
to cap lately Repaired
at Low Cad
ture key ,inland positions.
1,••••
First Lt. and Mrs. Robert L
ANDREWS
Dtidrick and son visited het I
jevrigry company
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
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Harry G. Barber, sun of Mr. •Ilia low Ise
Imo Ileding"
and Mrs. Cecil Barber of Route
5, Fulton, Ky., has been pro- •lads*. Illst•
kammilisr"
moted to Airman First Class.
He is a member of the 26th •Oluseisesk Meow
Armament Electronics MaintenAvsilsMe
ance Squadron at Lackbourne •Sa levies "Iles•
Air Force
Base, Columbus,
Ebben" hew
Ohio. A/lc Barber and his •faimpisis, Aewsis
wife, the former Janie Dell
Way Wee*
Jones of Cayce. Ky., are now •
IASY PRA TRAIN
living in Ashville, Ohio,

News From Our
Hogs In The

SERVICE

SIARriki

G FE

• Guaranteed
+

SECOND STRAIGHT YEAR!

Airman First Class William
H. Barber, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William R. Barber, Fulton, Ky.
Route 2 who is a member of
the 26th A 8c E Maintenance
Squadron, Lackbourne A. F. B.
Columbus, Ohio, is leaving for
North Africa, TDY, for approximately 60 to 90 days with the
321st Air Refueling Squadron.

NEW DIXIE CHICK STARTER
100% Chick Livability fast weight gains and growth
...low feed consumption. Dixie GUARANTEES it!
BABY PIG CREEP AND PIG CREEP
100% Pig Livability— fast weight gains and growth
...low feed consumption. Dixie GUARANTEES it!

SAVE MONEY

Our Dixie Mill-on-Wheels will come right on your
farm, grind your grains and mix your poultry and
livestock feed to tried-and-proven Dixie formulas.
Come in or phone for complete information!
•••• el

ft

0,

st • ••••••••••••

DIXIE MOBILE MILLINQCO.
Phone 808
•

••

:

'
0--

.4".

' Phone 185
v•1.. .41 ,

Whether you're a new hand or an old hand at
cooking you'll enjoy using a modern electric range.
If you're a novice, you'll be amazed at the results!
If you've been cooking for years, you'll find favorite dishes turning out better than ever. Accurate controls provide exact cooking heats and
precise timing ... for roasting, baking, broiling or
frying. In either case, you'll be thankful for the
comfort—cleanliness—and safety of modern electric cooking. Buy an electric range now.
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h• nothing
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See us for complete rktnils of GUARANTEED DI II Storting Fr (Isyou boy,
I Vir`rylhIllq
to grim
cold nothing to
You r.rthr,r '11(1‘1' 411011 ounroriti 1•(
9(1111.• or, the amount of feed spe(,fa,I
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SAVE TIME

GRAHAM
FURNITURE (0 -

IT HAPPENED IN

ICENTIM
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range
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NEW DIXIE NURSING FEED
100% satisfaction or your money back. Dixie GUARANTEES it!

3 `Noes to Pay
Pay As UNie As

DENVER (AHTNC) --- Kenneth D. BlIncoe, 22, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Blincoe, Route Walnut St.

NEW DIXIE PIG STARTING FEEDS

•
You'll Thrill at the NEW

11121;:%
)11
.
Live Better Electrically

1
1 77 —JOHN FITOI sMus IN KINTUCEY
Captain John Fitch, noted steamboat inventor,
bought a tract of land and made his home in Nelson
County. He spent years trying to make his invention
productive but to no avail. There was considerable
controversy as to whether he or Fulton was the orig-

inal inventor of the steamboat. Fitch died in poverty
Uuly 2, 1798, and was buried at Bardstown.
In Kentucky's historic past, just as today, many of
our citizens have always enjoyed a glom of beer. The
brewing industry makes jobs for thousands of our
reside:at& The sale of beer under orderly conditlens
Is an Important objective of the United States
Brewers Foimtjatjon. Our continuing educational
program helps beer retailers maintain their high
standards.

'KENTUCKY DIVISION, U.S. BREWERS FOUNDATION

Fulton. 1<

1813 Meybsitti Millar., Lewisville, Kosiesocky
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IASSIFIED ADS
iLL KINDS OF Knill mods
while you wait Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
WANTED AT ONCE - Rawleigh Dealer in Fulton or
Hickman Counties or City
of Fulton. See or write Bill
Johnson Box 352, Russell
Springs or write Rawleigh's,
Dept. KYC - 1071 - R Freeport, Ill.
BUY W. L Douglas shoes in
Fulton at Forrester's Shoe
Shop.
R RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street
buy: standing
WANTED to
timber. R• V. Miles, Route
2, Sharon, Tenn.
S'LEAR plastic seat covers for
1957 model cars, only $17.95
at
Scates Store,
Charlie
Church Street, Fulton.
SPECIAL: $110.00 Red plastic
Studio couch, only $59.50 and
suite. Exchange
old
your
Fprniture Company, Church
Street, Fulton.
WANTED: Retail Salesperson,
man or woman: to represent
an old established Company
in the Home Funiishing btisiness. Experience selling Furniture, Floor Coverings or
Appliances is desirable but
not necessary if you have
sales ability and are willing
to work conscientiously. Must
have car and not satisfied
with a low income. The party
we are looking for will not
be satisfied with less than
$300 per month or more. If
you feel you can qualify and
are interested reply in your
own handwriting, giving age,
marital status, education and
experience. Your reply will
be held in strict confidence
and will be given prompt
consideration. Reply to P. 0.
Box 151, Mayfield, Ky.
SAFETY-TOE shoes are always
available at Forrester's Shoe
Shop.
WIZARD air conditioner 2 hp.
push
completely
automatic
button. Only $299.95, Western Auto Store.
SHOE repairing while-U-Wait
Forrester's Shoe Shop.
NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldwell Company, DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 694.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank each and
every one for their kindness
and gifts following our mis-•
fortune of losing our home by
fire. We thank the Churches,
the Clubs, all of our neighbors
and friends and the Siegel
Plant at Fulton, for the gifts.
May God's richest blessings be
with every one. Our love and
our prayers to every one.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Harrison
another hour and one-half to
our remote broadcast with Bing
Hampton at the microphone.
That took more sponsorship,
more telephone time, more
planning. But we got it done.
So during this exciting State
tournament, as you listen to
the games over WFUL-AM and
how
WFUL-FM, just know
much WFUL enjoys bringing
them to you and how appreciative they are of the sponsors
who made it possible.

JANE RRIFORTS ON

PLASTIC Water pipe %" only
$7.00 per 100 ft. 414" only
$10.00 per 100 ft. Western
Auto Store.
TIRE SALE at Bennett's Cities
Service on Fourth Street and
Maynard's Cities Service on
Martin Highway! '
CHEVROLET owners use genuine Chevrolet parts for best
performance, service, satisfaction. Available in Fulton only at Taylor Chevrolet Company, "Your Authorized
Chevrolet Dealer in Fulton".
Lake Street, phone 38.
ADMIRAL Appliances: lead the
field in quality products at
low, low prices. 12.3 Cu. ft.
refrigerator.
down
upside
locker
Large frozen food
$399.95 with giant trace-in
allowance. See Admiral Appliances at Wades. He's looking for a trade. "Trade with
Wade and Save."
FREEZERS while they last 20
cubic ft. Only $279.95 15 cubic ft. only $229.95. Western
Auto Store.
FOR THE BEST iseiu tin Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See James 0. Butts at The
Co.
Caldwell
Harvey
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment.
STATE TOURNAMENT ACTION: Fult on's Ronnie McAlister takes a rebound in
WELLS DR/LLED for industry
and homes. Modern equip- last week's Fulton-Pikeville game at Louisville. -Photo Courtesy Louisville Times
ment, experienced workmen.
Write or call Watson Co., WORK shoes $3.95 up. All
POLITICAL
lengths, widths. Forrester's
Phone 261, Fulton, Ky.
PETE'S GARAGE
ANNOUNCEMENTS Shop.
Shcie
LAWNBOY mowers rewind
The NEWS is authorized to U. S. 51 North
Fulton, Ky
starter, just
electric
and
announce the candidacies of _tht
plug in 110 volt house curto
subject
office,
for
following
Across From Zippy Cafe
SAVE ON
rent. Western Auto Store.
the Democratic primary Ma,
24-HOUR
WRECKER AND
2.8, 1957:
FARM LOANS: Long term.
SPRING FABRICS
low interest rates on real
GARAGE SERVICE
FOR COUNTY JUDGE
estate. Charles Cannon Phone
Homer Roberts
This week's Specials
JUNK YARD
61, Fulton.
John C. Bondurant
featuring
SOFT-LITE rubber-base paint
Dee L. McNeill
USED CARS AND PARTS
only $4.95 gallon. All popAbbey Flannel
SHERIFF
FOR
ular colors. Exchange FurniPhones:
45-in. wide
Company, Church
ture
M. E. ("Red'') Garrison
Garage 9134; Home 1795
Alexander
1
Street, Fulton.
Is D.
(for suits, capes,
FARM REAL ESTATE LOANS
toppers)
CLERK
COURT
COUNTY
FOR
Listen to WFUL for latest news'
To provide working capital,
Kathryn Kelly Lannom
term. Reg. $1.98 . . . only $1.75
long
interest,
low
Gann
Harrison
Patsy
Stephenson, Phone
Charlie
Spring Woolens, 60-in
61, Fulton.
FOR MAGISTRATE
wide
(District Two)
USED CARS: We are in a posiClyde Corum
$2.25 Yard
tion to offer the public good
A. L. Cox
used cars with nothing down
W. G. ("Bill") Mays
and up to 21 months to pay.
F'ulton Fabric Shop
Marion 0. Champion
, See Dan or Ellis at Taylor
Chevrolet. Lake Street, FulCommercial Ave.
FOR CIRCUIT COURT CLERIC
ton.
John B Stayton
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
Ruth Johnson
and automatic models. $129.95
SURE INSURANCE
and up. Sales and service.
FOR TAX COMMISSIONER
AT
Bennett Electric, Phoue 201.
Elmer Murchison
'Mrs. Beg's-M -eloare-Rose
LOW -COST
THIS SPINET PIANO, fully

Homemakers
By Jame Watts
This news article is late be- never did food taste so good
cause the writer attended the as it did that day with a north

Kentuckity
Recreation
WorkShop which was held at Daw on Springs, March 3-9. It was
wonderful week of recreation
and some of my space will be
used to tell you about it. If
you want to learn new kinds
of crafts, new kinds of recreation or how to teach recreation
to others, this recreation workshop is the place to go.
This year there was a chic..
in ceramics with a very skillsd and patient person as teacher. She was Mrs. Bird Owens
of Louisville. We took hunks
of plain clay and make what
ever our hands and hearts de
sired. Out of the clay came
odd looking animals, cute little
turtles, and ash trays of all
descriptions.
Mrs. Owens was quite complimentary • of our beginners'
efforts so we are all proud of
our pieces_of ceramics and will
display them at the slightest
-how of interest. Other crafts
finishing wooden bowls
were
candle making, kite making,
weaving and embroidery on
burlap.
For the embroidery we used
wool yarn and some very interesting pictures were achieved.
One of the things I enjoyed
most was the outdoor activities. We went out to the 4-H
camp near Dawson for sketching, kite flying and "pickin"
walks around the lake. We
picked up lovely bits of MOSS,
acorns, pine cones, leaves, lichens and branches of early
budding trees. The day we
planned to cook and eat out
at the Pennyrile State Park
was the day it snowed. We
cooked and ate out there jwi
the same - no sissys we, and

wind swirling snow around us
and smoke in our eyes.
Just can't stop without mentioning the folk dancing and
spoon games which we enjoyed
so much in the evenings. Miss
Lovaine Lewis of the Woolens
Physical Ed. Dept. of the University of Kentucky, taught
the folk dances.
Mr. James R. Ross. recreation specialist, U K. taught us
an Indian Jummi Stick game
and others. For a V. eek of fun
and fellowship attend the KenRecreation
Workshop
tucky
which is held each year.
meetings.
Now-homemaking
The following clubs Net with
Mrs. Park Wheeler, Feb. 21.
Thirteen members and 4 visitors were present with Mrs.
Steve Cito enrolling as a new
member. The major lesson on
"Kitchen Shortcuts" ,was given
ind
lay Mrs. Mill Shaw, Jr
Mrs. Gerald Hepler.
Mrs. James Fields and Mrs.
J. E. Smith demonstrated
washing dishes the easy way
homemakers
to the Hickman
at their Feb. meeUng which
was held in their club room.
They also enrolled a new
member, Mrs. E E. Ezell.
Fourteen members and two
visitors enjoyed a turkey and
pheasant dinner prepared by
the hostesses. Mrs T. M. Major
and Mrs. T. M. Streetor. Mary
Nelle Wright of W. F. U. L.
attended _ the meeting and made
a tape recording which was
broadcast March I.
The Fulton club held their
Feb. meeting in the CumberChurch
Presbyterian
land
where Mrs. H. G. Butler and
Mrs Allison demonstrated how
to clean silver as part of the
Shortcuts.
lesson on Kitchen

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF - -

SAVINGS ON THIS
WASHER AND DRYER

BIG

guaranteed, will be transferred

locally

to

responsible
small

party for balance on
payments,

Write

Credit

Mgr., Joplin Piano Co., Box
784, Paducah, Ky.

WHY PAY MORE?
Wick Smith Agency
456 Lake Street
-Phones 62 or 160-W-

REPAIR SERVICE
RADIO AND TV
make-any

Any

WOOD & PRUITT TV
Main St.

CLOSEOUT
9 x 9

NEW 1957
WALLPAPERS!
4

LINOLEUM

Church St.

BLOCKS

PLASTIC and INLAID

*

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE

FARM LOANS
Long Terms-Easy Payments

ATKINS. HOLMAN
AND FIELDS

10c EACH

COMPANY

-Insureree---

Fulton

EXCHANGE

List your
and town Property
with the

Farm

Federal and Stair.

INCOME TAX

ONE WINE, One blue velour
studio couch; each $110.00
value, only $59.50 and your
REPORTS
old suite. Exchange FurniFiled and mailed
ture Company, Church
Street, Fulton.
F. S. JOHNSON
DAT OR NIGHT wrecker service; phone 38 during the
Fulton, Ky
daytime and 1917 or 1701-R 456 Lake St.
at night. Taylor Chevrolet
Phone: 62; home 765
Company, Fulton.

FURNITURE

COMPANY

Church St.

Fulton

FOR

FULTON

REAL ESTATE CO.

See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL.

SALE: Good, going major
brand gas station doing good"
business, local and transient.
Phone II
10A Mats St.
Old established busines s.
Write Box 441, Union City,
Tennessee.
rubber stamp'
A
NEED
MOHAWK CARPET
Prompt service available at
the Fulton News office.
WALL-TO-WALL
OR ROOM SIZE

I am pleased to announce that I am now
associated with
WADE FURNITURE COMPANY
And I invite all of my friends to stop by
and see me
LAKE STREET

Phone 211

Authorized RCA-Victor
Sales and Service

JUST ARRIVED !

*

model

FULTON

Keith L. Smith

Call us to estimate your job!
We also install linoleum, asphalt tile, rubber tile and plastic
tile.

FULTON HARDWARE
and Furniture Company
Phone 1
208 Lake Street
NO.PRINTING JOB too large
or too small for the Fulton
News to do for you Best
equipped shop in Fulton to
serve you. Phone 470.
Bring your

repair jobs to

WEBB'S
Welding, Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,
owner and operator.
GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street
next to Pierre-Cequin
Lumber Co.
Phone 845

Washer

WASHER FEATURES-

Regular Price

$329.95

• Filter-Flo Washing
• 10-Lbr-Capacity

Dryer
Regular Price

• Push-Button Controls
• Scia)ispenser
• Activator

Total Value

Washing Action

$249.95
$579.90

• Water Saver Control

MATCHING DRYER FEATURES
• Automatic

Clothes Conditioning
• Air Freshener
• Automatic Sprinkler
• 10-Lb. Capacity
• 115 or 230 Volt

SAVE- $150.00
YOU PAY
ONLY-

$42995

E-Z TERMS

Exchange

GENERAL
ELECTRIC
PURCHASE TODAY - LIMITED SUPPLY

Fulton Hdw.&Furn.Co.
LAKE STREET

PHONE NO.1

FULTON

